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Credibili{y of ~ourmm,i :Report Attacked 
T~,s is t~e s~cond part of a ~v~luat10~ such ·as Admin1stra- promote Gourman's ranking of thereportandtoprovideanylet- ofhislistsrevealathemto '-OMiat 
series dealmg:w,th the Gourman t'.on, Curr,culum, Faculty lnstruc- UB,..he started to investigate the · ters or articles that endorsed his of statistical nonsenN.• Menaiy 
Repo'!. Last issue (Feb. 121. we t[on, Faculty Research,, an~ Li- report's credibility, he said. Un- project. Gourman never supplied also reported that officials of lhe 
described how the report was- brary Resources. These ratings fortunately, he could not find any . any_concrete informatiori so Car- Amari.can Bar Auoc:iation and 
compiled. For this issue we can- exhibited "a _curious statistical support for Gourman from any rel decided not to publicize UB's the American Auoc:iation of Law 
vassed the reactions of law anomaly" said Schlegel. The legitimate authority. Gourman ranking, then 19, "in any major Schools •tried to contact Gour-
school administrators and stu- _12th ran kin? law . ~choo_l also had n~t been recognized by any wa,y." man to discuss his technique in 
dents to the report. ~a~ked_ 12th in adm1~1strat1on, _12 educational association Carrel Carrel pointed out that there developing his evaluation. Un-
. _by Idelle Abrams in cur~1culum, 12th in fa~ultr 1~- had ever h~ar_d of, or any legiti- has been a general skepticism in fortunately, Gourman refu ... to 
The p~bhcat10~ of the Gour- stru_ct,_on, an_d so ~n. ,,This Is mate ~ssocIat;on of any type. the legal community concerning disclose or discuss his ffl9thodol-
man Report,_ which attempts to stat1st1cally •~possible, co~, ~at1onal ~ducation Standards, Gourman's endeavor. In a 1983 ogy. • 
rate pr.o~essw~al and . graduate mented Assoc1at~ ~ean Carrel. which publishes the Gourman article in Legal Times, Roy Carrel also encourages anyone 
~chools. including national and Th; . lastest ?d1_t1on of Gour- Repor~, was not_listed in any_di- Mersky, professor of law and di- concerned aboutthe report to ac-
internat1onal law schools, -has man s r~port eliminates the s~b- . rectories of national education rector of research at University tually go and look at it. A cursory 
provoked some concern among categ~mes alt~~ether, making associations. Carrel asked Gour- of Texas School of Law, referring examination will reveal the enor-
the student bo_dr of . the law the final . rankin~ appear even man to describe the criteria and to the Gou rm an Report said, mity of the task Gourman has set 
school. The adm1mstrat1on, ho~- more arb1tra~y. It appears the methodology he used to compile "The most casual examinations for himself. He attempts to rank 
ever, feels that the report will numbers are Just reached for and over 63 graduate departments in 
have little or no effect on Jhe th~re's_no real reason for them," over 1,000 schools in addition to 
school's .reputation or its ability said Carrel. his rankings of law schools both 
to attract new students or place In 1978 when Carrel was new in the United States and in coun-
graduates in the field. to the law school and eat1er to ..... tries abroad such as the Soviet 
Acting Dean John Henry Union, Canada, Japan, England, 
Schlegel, Director of the Career and France, among others. He 
Development Office Audrey Kos- ,....__ also ranks other professional 
cielniak, and Associate Dean schools nationally and interna-
Alan S. Carrel all expressed_ se~i- tionally in medicine, veterinary 
ous doubts about the criteria medicine nursing optometry 
used by_Gourman to ~etermine pharmac' and public health.'.' 
the rankings and ·questioned the ,, Y, . . 
overall validity of the report. To do anything a_t all of a sen-
Schlegel described the· report ou.s nature of this kind or scope. 
as "a seties of numbers that are he d need an enormous staff to 
utterly impenetrable. It bears no ke?p track of all the material,' ' 
reijl relation to anything that I can said Carrel. However, when Car-
see... The first two editions of the rel has attempted to reach Gour-
Gourman Report rated factors rnminued on page 2 
that contributed to · the final A('(i11.~ /Jc'lllt Jol,11 li<'llr,r !frhl<'gt•I . A.uodt1lt' IJ""'' Alt111 Ct1rr<'I . CIJO l,)ir<'1 ·1,11· A1ulr<'r Kmcit'i11it1k . 
I 
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Committee-AS.ks neanCandidate to Return 
by Krista Hughes 
After almost two years the 
search for• a permanent law 
school dean may finally be 
coming to a close. Dean of the 
School of Management Joseph 
Alutto, head of the Law.School 
Dean Search Committee, indi­
cated that one of the three can­
didates who 'interviewed here 
last fall will be returning for a 
second visit early in March. 
Although Alutto declined to 
reveal the name of the candi­
date, search committee 
member and UB Law Professor 
Alan Freeman stated that the re­
turning candidate will be Louise 
Trubeck, Clinical Super.visor 
- and Lecturer in Law at the Uni­
versity of Wisconsin. 
Of the seven candidates who 
have interviewed here over the 
past year, Trubeck is the only 
~ one who has been selected for 
a return visit. Committee 
member Prof. David Engel 
stated, HWe're' all hoping she 
will work out." However, both 
_Engel and Dean Alutto stressed 
that the se.,.ch is not yet over. 
While Dean Alutto stated that 
he •expects to make every ef­
fq_rt to have ·a dean by fall," if 
Trtlbeck for some reasqn is not 
approved, the committee will 
be forced to pursue other candi­
dates. 
Neither Alutto ·nor Engel' be­
lieve that the lack of a per­
manent dean has had any effect 
on, 1,JB's recent drop in the 
Gourman Report. Engel sees 
the report as Htotally random," 
a Hhaphazard and unthinking 
process;" a senti1T1ent to which 
Alutto seems to agree: "No one­
seems to know what the stan-
dard is" for · rating law schools 
in the report. 
According to Engel, the 
school is "set up to operate au­
tonomously," and with the ex­
·ception of a lack of "major new 
initiatives" he does not believe 
that the lack of a permanent 
dean has had.any,"profound ef­
fects on the law school." -
Alutto, however, seems to in­
dicate that the effects of not 
having a permanent dean are 
yet to come. "None of us want 
to be in a situation" where there 
is no fuil-time central adminis-
. tration, because "you can't 
maintain academic develop­
ment if there is instability at the 
higher levels." .The lack of a per­
manent dean necessarily 
places pressure on the faculty, 
and while •:you can ask ttie fac­
ulty to adjust, you can only do 
that to a certain point . . . two 
years is stretching it." 
Alutto points out that finding 
a permanent dean is difficult 
because UB Law .School has a 
Hunique faculty" with special 
needs in a dean. :rhe faculty is 
"committed to a Critical Legal 
Studies thrust," so any dean 
who is hired must also be so 
committed. 
However, the law school is 
not r~ady for someone whQ is 
so devoted to Critical Legal 
Studies that traditional theories 
would be stified. UB is also 
looking for someone who cari 
adjust to the "highly decen­
tralized decision-making• pro­
cess utilizel by ·former Dean 
Thomas Headrick, ·which has al­
lowed the law school to pro­
greaa as far as it has. 
Therefore the committee is 
not seeking a. dean who will be tive things happen independent the school," and that student 
" authoritative." For these of the candidates," such as stu­ participation has provided 
reasons Alutto indicated that dent participation in the dean "useful feedback.'' 
the "feasible ~et of acceptable selection interviews.. Alutto It is doubtful, however, 
candidates is fairly small." comments that the candidates whether students will be able 
While the dean search pro­ who have come here to visit to participate in the second­
cess seems to be going fairly have been "uniformly im­ round interviews with Trubeck. 
slowly, Al~tto states that "posi- pressed with the students and nmrin11ed 011 pugt.' 15 
Faculty Names New Prof.; 
Two _More to ·be Hired 
might be four tax professors 
next year," Schlegel said, refer­
ring to Professors Louis Del­
cotto, Joyce, Bennett and 
Thuronyi. 
After voting to appoint 
Thuronyi, the Faculty - in a 
part of the meeting which was 
closed to reporters f~om The 
Opinion - -began discussions 
on hiring two additional law 
· professors. Currently, five fac­
con1inued on pag~ 7 
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by Jeff H . .Stern 
The Faculty of law and Juris­
prudence, at a meeting on Feb­
ruary 14th, approved the ap­
pointment of a new tax profes­
sor and opened up delibera­
tions on the hiring of two addi­
tional full-time law professors. · 
The Paculty also agreed to 
meet on March 14th to discuss 
dean search matters, particu­
larly the candidacy of'Univer­
sity of Wisconsin law professor 
Louise Jrubeck. Trubeck, who 
was interviewed here last fall, 
has been invited back for a sec­
ond round of interviews with 
faculty members, administrat­
ors, and alumni, March 3-4 (see 
accompanying story). 
In a 21-4 vote;the Faculty ap­
proved the hiring of Victor 
Thuronyi as afull-time tax-pro­
fessor commencing ·next fall . 
The general consensus was 
that Thuronyi is a serious, no­
nonsense scholar who has an 
impressive ability to explain tax 
concepts in clear, understand­
able English. 
Thuronyi, the first of seven 
faculty candidates to· visit the. 
law school over the past two 
_ 
months, is a Harvard Law School 
alumnus currently working as a 
tax attorney for the U.S. Treas­
ury Departp,ent in Washington, 
D,C. He has published .exten­
sively on the subject of federal 
taxation and has testified be­
fore Congress on various as­
pects of tax legislation and re-
form. · 
Acting Dean ·John Henry 
Schlegel said that Thuronyi was 
pleased at _having been ap­
pointed and has accepted the 
'position here which begins next 
fall. 
Schlegel denied rumors that 
Professor Ken Joyce is plan­
ning to leave the law school at 
the end of the current academic 
year and thatThuronyi was hired 
in anticipation of Joyce's depar­
ture. According to Schlegel, the 
need for a new tax professor 
arose over a year and a half ago, 
when then tax professor William 
Greiner left the law school faculty 
to become University Provost. 
Schlegel also noted that 
Thuronyi's hiring leaves part­
time Professor Diane Bennett's 
role in the tax program unclear. 
"It is not impossible that there 
. GOurman Report ............. . . . . .. . . - ... COf!linut!dfrom pagt! I 
- - ' ' ' ' . ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • • • • a large shift of tesources .away 
man or National Education Stan-, effectivEi tool (for placement) According to Schlegel, the I h I s hifirms go, I'd say very few firms academic legal community looks from the aw sc oo , c ege1dards, the phone has been considered us because of the than a ranking sheet. Our stu. at schools as either "places thinks UB "will stick in that sort 
answered only by Gourman, his Gourman Report. They consi - dents are going out to employers . of niche near the mess of Big 10 
· where things are going on orson, someone who might be a dered us because they've been and doing well ~nd they are im- 't • schools." 
·t · f th stu places where things aren g,,o_mgsecretary, or an answering hearingmoreandmorehowwell provingopportum 1es or e · ff As for the Gourman report, 
machine. · b dents that follow." Overall, Kos- on." Right now Bu aI0. is a 'd "Y • · t four alumni are doing in a num er h th ' are going on. Schlegel saI , ou )US sort o 
· · f d'ff · · " · I · k feels that "many em place w ere mgs d f b dDiscussing the possible impact o I erent s1tuat1ons. c1e ma _ _ · h h d that reputation for 10, won er, urrow your row, an 
of this report on employment Koscielniak agreed that "the ployersareobliv1oustotheGour- 1t as a ,, Unless there is go on to something else."O"~·;;;;~;"P~ii;p~~b~s~·stiident Vi;is of Gourman
'P · ) I I upset by UB's decline in d1m1nished. The US -approachd 4 D.d I Oth being Harvard, Yale, etc . .. . . ar Yby Charles E._TeHor . . 1 you re Y on any er d' the rank'ing.One response went to legal education, however, isf Th O k' rt? Yes 4· But I'm not particularly is-In the, last issue o , . e pin- ran mg or repo · - , t ay ..Any school that's excellent. UB ought to be one 
ion (2/12/86), we reported that No - 24 turbed by Mr. Gourman's de- ~;th:: th~ list should drop the of the top 20 law schools in the 
39thUB Law School had fallen from 5. Financial Considerations signation of UB as as op- t s that we all know are country. With its low tuition, UB 
· h 1985 d' · h t t en· posed to 17th" pre ense17th to 39th int eR e 1t1on were t e grea es cone r · · fert·,i·,zer." Th'is student con- can attract th_e best potentialG 1 24 t'I certainly was influenced by
of the ourman eport. n an f d b saying that certain law students in the state. The7th nd Ieffort to discover how students Of the four positive re- a ranking of , , a am very ,:n,u,e d Y faculty members" school ought to niatch the qual-
UB, d 1· Th · t question (4) dismayed about UB's fall . I a egefelt about s ec me, , . e sponses given o , f h Id b d·ism·,ssed ·,n order to ity of its students." d ·h I ·ted p b think it is due to a number o s ou eOpinion conducted a ran om t e most common Y ci u · d th •t at·,on Two students gave rather 
· d d 1· · "B " factors which can be remedied reme Y e sI u •
mailbox survey of 1st, 2n , an 1cat1on was arrons. However, most students who novel prospectives to the Gour-
3rd year law students. The fol- In addition to the responses by the school but to do this we d'd . t were not as man Report arid their experi-
. · d 'd d no questionnaire have to take action," another I commen 
lowing question "."as pose : prov, e o ur ' student responded . shocked by UB's decline. The ence at UB. One student wrote,
"T h t t t 1f any was several students decided to add · h G 
ow~ _ex en' , their own commentary. Here Surprisingly, financial con- followingresponsewastypical: "I'm notfamiliarw1tht e our-
your de~1s1on to attend UB Law s·,derat·,ons did not play as large "The ~ew Gourman Report man Report, but the unique-
School influenced by the Gour- are some of the more intereSt- b ect w·ithout ness of Buffalo was a major in-
" 1 · t "I as only a role as we had surmised, but may not e corr • 
man Report? n response to 1ng commen s: w . f t ' n on the bas·,s fluence " The second student 
· 1· h I · fl d I fact I'm one student did comment, "I more in orma 10 · the poll, the following answers s 19 t Y in uence · n • . • •r hard to may have had his or her mind 
were received : not sure I knew of this publica- was slightly influenced by the of its cone1usIon~, .' s . . , 
· d f rt b th d th h I been say how accurate It Is. As a third more on Valentine s Day than1. Greatly influenced by Gour- tion by name, I just hear rom repo ' u a e sc oo d Id h ·ntui the Gourman Report · "I was 
R · 12 a number of sources that UB ranked considerably lower in year stu ent, o ave an 1 - · 
m~n e~ort. was a well respected law the ratings, then I would not tive feeling that things have slightly influenced by the re-
2· Slightly influenced by Gour- sl 'ipped here that the course of- port, but staying close to my
man Report : 22 school; one of the top 20, one have been interested in spite of , . h t t . fl 
3. Not Familiar with Gourman of the best of the Triple A the low cost." ferings seem slimmer an_d the mate .. was t e grea es '" u- -
Report: 17 schools (the Major Leagues Some students were particu- quality of the faculty Is slightly ence. • 
f:.g£_.ulty <;f!:t!1!.q:,q;,~~,..~!~!~o~~:_S .~~.~~!.,..~~~~?.12~~~-
It was an impressively large to make sense because " it Julty position in a "liberal" faw makechangesinthecurriculm. ityfaculty. Likewise, "people of 
group of students who showed doesn't all make sense!" school. She is attracted to. the The crux of the conflict in- color need to get into networks 
up to meet Ms. Kimberle Cren­ Learning legal argument (and "Buffalo Model" and its "repu- volved student concern over to make themselves known." 
shaw at the Appointments passing the bar) invoh,,es learn- tation for being liberal, with in- cancellation of a course on Ra- Some students expressed
Committee meeting last Tues­ terdisciplinary methods of cism and the Law after the pro- concern that Crenshaw's ageday, February 10th. Those who teaching." When queried on fessor left. The class was seen and relatively little real world
attended were treated to a lively how she would make a final de- by students as a ·vehicle to en - experience might limit her in adiscussion on topics ranging 
cision, she state that her in- courage minority faculty rep- teaching capacity. Crenshawfrom legal philosphy to bar teraction with the faculty would resentation as well as know! - disagreed, emphasizing that 
exams to bars in Buffalo. be very important~ she does edge of racism in the law over " having someone closer toCrenshaw is a Harvard Law 
not want to feel isolated. the past two centuries. The ad- their [student's] age groupSchool graduate and has re­ \ She will also consider the city ministration position was that makes her more accessible." 
cently completed her L.L.M. de­
where the law school is located. there were no qualified "people She also feels that she has gree at the University of Wis­ While the second criteria raised of color" to teach it. learned what she needs about
consin (where she was a Will ­
a few chuckles, one adept stu- A renownt=ld white civil rights how law operates on a practi -iam H. Hastie Fellow). She is dent quickly 'assured Crenshaw activist was brought in to teach cal, real world basis; more
currently clerking for the Hon­ that while Buffalo isn't a very the course and students years in a law .firm won't afford
orable Shirley S. Abrahamson good "big city," it is an excel- boycotted the class. Instead, better insight into the legal sys-
of the Wisconsin Supreme lent "big town." they pooled their resources to tern . "What I have to offer is aCourt. Faculty Ccmdidlltt• Kimht•rlt• Cre,ulww. Crenshaw showed sensitivity bring in one minority person a way of looking at things; whatDespite her impressive cre­ Photo h_r Paul Hammond to student concerns by asking week to teach. The administra- I don't have to offer are wardentials, Crenshaw presented ing "the moves", not just "pris­ those present how they felt tion ultimately supported a per- stories."herself in an unintimidating, re­ tine rules." being a part of an institution manent course with minority If Crenshaw becomes a fac-laxed fashion . A self-described Crenshaw described her which prides itself on not being faculty. ulty member here she would
"product of the sixties," she re­ teaching style as one of "get­ a traditional "practical training Crenshaw has written an un- like to teach Criminal Law her
minisced that when she at­ ting students to interact." She institution." While some felt published paper on the experi- first year, Constitutional Lawtended law school it was out of likes to lay out the material and that they were being as well ence entitled, "The Alternative her secontt year, State and Con-a sense of idealism: "People then try to get students to fol ­ prepared as students at other Course : A Student Initiative stitutional Law, and possiblywent to law school to do 'good low through with each other. law schools, and in a more con- Toward Minority Representa- Civil Rights. She would like to __things' ." Moot Court and oral argu­ genial atmosphere, one student tion in Legal Education." conduct a seminar on Law andMs. Crenshaw believes that ment are appealing because raised the perceptive point that Addressing minority rep- Social Movement.which wouldlegal education should revolve they make students take a side there seems to be a schism be- resentation on Buffalo's faculty, examine "how it is that certainaround developing skills in and develop a viewpoint. She tween the "Buffalo Model" tac- Crenshaw stated that "percen- groups use the legal system,
"legal reasoning" - making doesn't feel that the burden in ulty and the generally "corpo- tage-wise, Buffalo is better than and why law is seen as a meansarguments on a policy basis. a classroom should be focused rate-minded" students. most." In general, minorities for social transformation." SheShe feels that the "inacessibil ­ on one person, "this is the last Crenshaw enamored herself ~ and women are underepre- would also introduce examplesity of the reasoning" is a prob­ time I'm going to talk this much among many of the students by sented everywhere. She feels of how laws passed for sociallem for many students. She where everyone just looks at elaborating on her personal ex- that schools need to step away reform can backfire.stressed that it is futile to at- me!" perience in fighting an intrac- from their traditional ap-
Buffalo Model -Attracts Faculty Candidate Kannar 
by Idelle Abrams ing law, Kannar found that Kannar's circuitous route to then became a Marvin Karpat- ties issues. 
In his discussion with law stu- much of what he learned in law teaching law began when he kin Fellow in Civil Liberties Liti- While practicing law, Kanner 
dents on Thursday, February • school, which was a traditional, was a graduate student in his- gation of the ACLU. In what he developecfa very serious teach-
6th, faculty candidate George doctrinal legal education, was tory at Harvard University. He calR!d, "simply the most won- ing interest in a third area, what 
Kanner expressed his eager- "both irrelevant and unneces- wanted to continue his work in derful job in law," Kanner he called the "hard technical -
ness to teach law and his en·- sary when it came to practicing the intellectual history of Amer- served as one of the three ACLU ities" of practicing law - civil 
thusiasm for the "Buffalo law." While he believes stu- ican legal thought but in the lawyers with primary responsi- procedure, criminal procedure, 
Model" approach to law school dents ought to have a doctrinal mid-1970's, the Ph.D. market bility for civil liberties litigation criminal law, Federal courts, 
education. Teaching law was base he feels that "traditional "evaporated." Law school in the United States Supreme and evidence. "Every society 
Kannar's original goal when he models of doctrinal indoctrina- seemed a reasonable alterna- Court. This led to his staff pos- has to have some mechanism 
enrolled in law school at Har- tion are usually overstated and tive "since I was doing legal his- ition with the ACLU. for doing justice in individual 
vard. He got sidetracked into a overemphasized·" in legal edu- tory anyway" and the employ- Kanner divided his teaching cases," said Kannar. "Civil pro-
career as a practitioner and cation . The Buffalo Model ap- ment opportunities seemed interests along three general cedure raises very interesting 
spent six years doing civil liber- proach "that does things in a much greater with a law de- lines. The intellectual history of theoretical questions about 
ties litigation as staff counsel more intellectually stimulating, gree. modern legal thought remains how you structure that kind of 
for the American Civil Uberties ._ interesting way is not only After law school Kanner got an interest of his. A second area decision." 
Union at the national office in more fun in and of itself, but it a clerkship in the U.S. Court of of interest is the substantive side When asked "Why B'uffalo?" 
New York City. However, "it's seems to me it's probably more Appeals for the 2d Circuit "be- of civil liberties and constitu- Kannar responded that he feels 
o time to return home" to teach- worthwhile and probably, in the cause people in law school said tional litigation, which reflects comfortable with the pedago-
ing, said .Kannar. long run, a better legal educa- 'If you want to get a teaching his experience in constitutional gical style here. "What's special 
From his experience practic- tion," said Kanner. job, get a clerkshipI'" Kannar law, civil rights and civil liber- continued on pagt! J 
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Top SBA Officials Propose Spring Election 
by Peter Scribner Various SBA functions that re­ dents are so unfamiliar with the 
The top_ officials of the Stu­
dent Bar Association would be 
elected in spring semester elec­
quire approval by officals, such 
as money vouchers, would not 
come to a stand still as is often 
law school that they ara not 
likely to be able to cast an in­
formed vote for SBA officers. 
tions under a proposal to be 
voted on by the student body 
in a referendum on March 3and 
4. 
The proposed change· to the 
SBA Constitution would result 
the case under the current sys­
tem. Second, the outgoing 
leadership would be available 
to train newly elected officers 
before they take over. Accord­
ing to the proposal, the spring 
The proposed changes would 
also allow third year students 
who plan on graduating one 
semester early to run for any 
SBA office. It was pointed out 
that all enrolled students are 
in two annual elections for the 
SBA "Board of Directors. The 
President, Vice-President, Treas­
urer and Secretary would be 
chosen in an election held in 
late spring, while the 18 class 
elections would be held be- · 
tween March 1 and April 20, and 
the newly elected officers 
would take over at the last SBA 
meeting of the year. 
Finally, by separating the 
eligible to participate in all stu­
dent funded activities; there­
fore, early graduating Seniors 
cannot be deprived of the oppor­
tunity to participate in SBA elec­
tions. 
directors (6 directors for each 
class) would continue to be 
elected shortly after the start of 
fall classes. 
election pf officers from the di­
rectors' election, students who 
are · unsuccessful in seeking 
election as an officer in the 
The -proposal calls for exten­
sive changes of Article 3 of the 
current SBA constitution, which 
deals with elections . . The full 
· Currently all Board members 
including officers are elected in 
the fall . If approved, the 
changes would go into effect 
imr:n-:idiately, and elections for · 
spring would be eligible to seek 
election as a class director in 
the fall. Currently, unsuccessful 
officer candidates are unable to 
be elected to the SBA that year. 
text of Article 3, as well as the 
text of the changes, is reprinted 
in this editio_n of The Opinion. 
The change to spring elec­
tions is the first of several SBA 
next year's SBA officers would 
be held this April. 
Proponents of the change cite • 
three advantages. First, the 
The chief disadvantage of the 
proposed change is that incom­
ing first year students would 
not be able to vote for SBA of­
constitutional changes to be 
considered this spring. Ironi­
cally, the current Constitution 
contains no provIsIon for 
SBA would have its new offi­ ficers. It. is assumed by ,pro­ amendments. The plan to pre­
cers in place before summer. ponents that most new stu- sent the spring election _amend-
SBA Funds Rival Talks 
by Peter Scribner tochowski, the GSA representa­ free), plans on showing three 
The Student_ Bar Association tive who talked to the SBA. films: "E", a cartoon about a 
found itself in the middle of a The whole cost of the presen- , world in which the E's are dis­
. University controversy after tation is about $850, of which criminated against; "The 
two rival student organizations SBA provided $100. The SBA , Front", a film about early 50's 
asked for funding· for speakers provided this funding' despite Hollywood blacklisting staring 
on the subject of academic free­ some concern that the 'GSA_pre­ Woody Allen and Zero Mostel; 
dom. On February 5, the sentation would be "one- and "Prairie Fire", a documen­
Graduate Students Association . sided." Other spo·nsors include tary about anger in the· farm 
(GSA) received some funding SASU, Women in Commu.nica­ belt. The SBA ·unanimo~sly 
to help pay the cost of sponsor­ tions, and the Graduate Senate. agreed to contribute $75 to­
ing a presentation by Michael The SBA was surprised to dis­ ward the estimated $400 cost' 
Parenti, an opponent of the cover at its hext meeting that ·a of the event: 
controversial conservative or-­ second presentation on the Art Scinta of the Federalist 
ganization Accuracy In subject is being sponsored by Society asked for and received 
Academia (AIA). .SA, and that the two. presenta­ $75 from the SBA to help pay 
One week later, a representa- tions appear to be rivals. Dave for the cost of several students 
1 ve of the Undergraduate' Stu­ Grubler, the representative of attending a Fecleralist Sym­
dent Association (SA) came to the SA's Speaker's Bureau, said posium at Stanford University -
the SBA for funding of a ~ival that SA wanted a more ·bal­ in Palo Alto, California. In con­
presentation. The SA is spon­ anced discussion of this emo­ trast to some previous SBA de­
soring a debate between John tional issue, and therefore was alings with The Federalists, 
LeBoutillier, President of AIA, sponsoring t he deba.te. The there was no opposition to this 
and Bertlle OIiman, a represen­ total cost of the debate will run request. 
tative of the American Civil over $4,000, mostly for George Villegas requested 
Liberties Union. speaker's fees. and received $75 from the SBA 
AIA has received national at­ SBA discussion about fund­ to help fund his trip to Chicago 
tention over the past few ing this second event indicated at· the end of the month to at­
months concerning its program a worry that the Law School tend a conference on lhe legal 
of secretly monitoring univer­ was being put in the middle of aspects of AIDS. This is the sec­
sity ·professors . for "liberal a University controversy, and ond of three national confer­
bias." Some AIA monitoring that in hindsight it might be a ences on the subject, and Vil- . 
has taken place here at UB. GSA bad precedent to fund Univer­ lagas promised to put on a pre­
is strongly opposed to the AIA sity speakers with limited SBA sentation at the Law School 
monitoring, and invited Dr. funds. Nonetheless, since the aboutJhe subject when he re­
Parenti to make his presenta­ GSA presentation was already turns. He also is a~ranging to 
tion here on Friday, March 21, funded, it was thought approp­ make the conference materials 
in Knox Hall. riate that the SA debate get available in the library. The total 
Parenti, currently a political something, and so $50 was ap­ cost ·of the trip is $455. 
science professor at CUNY proved. Joe Jarzembek also asked the 
Brooklyn, has written exten­ The SBA was also ap­ SBA to provide $75 to help fund 
sively on what he sees as polit­ proached·'by John -Crawford of his trip to an environmental law 
ical repression in the academic the Graduate History Society conference in Washington D.C., 
world. GSA choose to sponsor and asked to help fund the "Al­ which he was leaving for the 
an opposing representative most the Third An11ual Anti­ very next day. The SBA ap­
from AIA because they did not Censorship Film Festival". This prqved the request without op­
want to "legitimize their posi­ presentation, scheduled for position . 
tion," according to Oscar Bar- March 13 in Knox (admission 
Kannar J 
The Federalist So_ciety JVisits. • • • • 
continued from page ~ lBAR/BRI 
about Buffalo," he said, is ttfe 
I
orientation toward legal ques­ RAFFLE DRAWING l 
Itions as well as the memorized 
rules of doctrine. "It's not the will be held 
only place and there are a lot ' TODAY Jof other places going in that di­
rection," said Kannar, "but ~uf­ in front of the Library 
I 
Ifalo clearly was here first, and 
clearly, the sense of the com­ at 12: 15 I 
munity here is that it's the right 
I 
'
(Secondary Prizes will be awarded.) 
thing." 
I 
ment to .the students for ap­ the powers of the President and 
proval in a referendum, there­ Vice President, provisions for 
for, comes from the current the temporary substitution of 
SBA and not from the Constitu­ incapacitated SBA officers (the 
tion. Todd Bullard situation), and 
An amendment to allow con­ modification of the system of 
stitutional amendments will be choosing committee members 
o.c:i_e of the changes SBA will so that the Constitution will re­
consider this spring. Others in­ flect current procedures. 
clude some modifications of 
.------•.ir. irif----,
As reported above, the Stu-
dent Bar Association is propos- highest total of votes for that office shall partici­
ing that SBA officials be elected pate in the run-off. Should no candidate receive 
at least twenty-five 125) percent of the votes 
in the spring rather than the fall. castinthoeloctionforthatoffice, then the newly 
The student body will vote on elected officers shall by a vote of two-thirds 
d adopt a procedure specifying who shall in noM hthis proposal on arc 3 an casetakeplacemorethantwelve(12)classdays 
·4. Below is the complete text of aher the original election. 
the portion of the current SBA 3. In 1980, elections shall be held on February 
. 28 and 29, for a term of office running until 
Constitution dealing with elec- September 1980, during which month the rog­
tions, followed by the text ofthe ular September elections shall be held. 
Section 4: Term of Officechanges proposed: 
1. The term of office of first and second year 
Article • · Board al Directors · directors shall run until their successors are duly 
Section 1: The Board of Directors of the SBA installed. 
shall consist of four officers: The President. 2. The term of thi rd year directors shall run 
Vice-President, Treasurer and Secretary, and until the day of graduation of the spring semes­
eighteen directors. six from each class. These ter. 
officers shall perform the duties prescribed by 3. The term of office of President. Vice--Presi­
this Constitution and the documents estab­ dent, Treasurer and Secretary shall run until 
l ished under the authority derived therefrom, their successors are duly installed. If any of the 
and by th'(' parliamentary authority adopted by officers graduates at the end of the spring 
the SBA. and in a manner prescribed therein , semester during which they hold their office, a 
or be subject to such disciplinary procedures successor shall be appointed under the provi­
as may be established under the authority of sions of Anicle Ill, Section S. 
this Constitution. 
Section 2: Any SBA member not scheduled ro Proposed Changes 
graduate by the stan of the semester succeed­ Section 1: No change 
ing his election may become a candidate for a Section 2: {It htls been sugges ted that by not 
position on the Board of Directors by submitting allowing all students who have paid thei~ stu· 
a petition containing the appropriate number dent activity fees for the cu rrent semester to 
of valid signatures of members of the SBA, pro­ run fo, any SBA office, we are in violation of 
viding that such petition is received by the SBA the SUNY rules for student organizat ions. We 
Office at least one (1) full week in advance of would the refore eliminate the "who is not 
the election, under procedures set fonh in the scheduled to graduate" clause, and rearrange 
By-Laws. the ri:mainder as foll ows.) 
1. Any SBA member may become a candidat'e Section 2: Eligibility of Officers 
for ii position as a Director representing his 1. (No change) 
class by submitting a petition containing the 2. {No change) 
va lid signatures of at least ten (10) percent of 3. Candida;te petit ions must be received by 
his class. the SBA office at least one 11 l full week in ad­
2. Any SBA member may become a candidate· vance of the election under procedures set forth 
for President, Vice -President, Secretary or Tre­ in the By-laws. (NOTE: Compare to last two 
asurer by submitting a petition containing the lines of original introductory paragraph at bot­
valid signatures of at least ten (10) of the mem­ to:-n of page one of present Constitution.) 
bers of the SBA. 
Section 3: The Board shall be elected by secret Section 3: (We suggest a Spring election for 
ballot under election procedures set forth in the the Executive board, and a Fall election for the 
By-laws in an election to be held no later than other members of the Board of Directors.)· 
fiheen (15} clan days after the first day of The board shall be elected by secret ballot 
classes in the Fall . under elect ion procedures set forth in the By­
1. Directors shall be elected by a plurality of laws. The President, Vice-President, Secretary 
votes cast by their class. Should th re be a tie and Treasurer will be elected in the Spring 
vote for the sixth position. therl all i hose indi• Semester between March 1 and April 20. 
viduals who shall have receivJ d the number of Other members of the Board of Directors will 
votes sufficient to place them in the tie shall be elected in the Fall semester. within th irty (30) 
participate in a run-off election to take plaoe no days of the fi rst day of fall c lasses. The elections 
more than twelve (12) class days after the orig ­ will take place over two consecutive school 
inal election. There shall be no write-in votes ~~ . 
permitted in the run -off election. 1. (No change) 
2. The President, Vice-President, Secretary 2. Eliminate " no later than the Friday of the 
and Treasurer of the SBA shall be elected by a second full week of September " in lines 4and 5. 
plurality of the votes cast for candidates for 3. (New) Onlv students not scheduled to 
each office by all of the members of the SBA. ri raduate at the end of the spring semester will 
provided that the plurality includes at least one­ be entitled to vote for the President, Vice•Pres­
third (1 /3) of the ballots cast in that race, no ident, Secretary, and Treasurer. 
later than the Friday of the second full week of 3. (Old) Delete this whole paragraph 
September. Should no candidate receive the Section 4: Term of Office 
required number of votes, then all cand idates 1. Substitute " elected " for " installed." 
receiving at least twenty-five 125) percent of the 2. Change " the day to graduation of the 
votes cast in that race shall be eligible to partici­ spring semester" to " the day they graduate. 
pate in a run-off election jn which the candidate (See Arti cle Ill , Section 2 above.) 
with the greatest number of votes shall be de­ 3. First sentence would remain unchanged: 
clared the winner. Should only one candidate The second sentence would be eliminated as 
receive at least twenty-five 125) percent of the redundant. ADD: Installation of the newly 
votes cast aher the first election, then that can­ elected Executive board wou ld take place at the 
didate and the candidate receiving the next last SBA meeting of the Spring Semester. 
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You'll get first hand experience in the 
courtroom right from the start. In three 
years, you could handle more than 3,000 
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Gay...§!!}dents Encouraged to Exit Closets 
Every time I attend a Gay Law truly exceptional speaker, will to believe that it is not a matter sexuality to oneself, but to pub­ define our moral respon­
Students Organization (GLSO) speak here at the law school. of them not caring, but rather, licize it, announcing it to all, op­ sibilities. To put it simply, there 
meeting I experience the most it is a matter of being afraid to poses the mistaken belief that is a moral and social responsi­Ms. Dunlap, who spoke here 
contradictory emotions. On the last year for the Mitchell Lectu·r.e care. being gay is something about bility for every gay person to 
one hand, I am happy that there Series event, wrote a brief for This leads me to a third and which one should be ashamed. come out of their closet be­
is such an organization like the current Supreme Court case what I consider to be the most The social reality of discrimi­ cause such a moral principle
of Hardwick v. Bowers - a-caseGLSO at our law school and probable expla,:iation of the nation against gay people and will be a tool in the struggle for 
challenging a state's power toproud that I am considered a nonattendance of most gay law the social goal of ending that liberation. 
colleague to such a fine group ­ prohibit privat~ consensual students at GLSO meetings; discrimination is what should continued 011 fHl,f,(t'~ 13 
of people. sexual ·activity. She is an that is, most gay law students 
On the other hand, I find my­ energetic, dynamic speaker and fear coming out of their closets. 
self getting extremely upset I encourage the entire law It is difficult to speak of such Federalist Society 
school cornmunity to attend issues.and angry over the fact that 
what will surely be the speaking Most of us are aware of theonly ·a portion of the total gay 
law stu,dent population attend .engagement of the year. social and legal discrimination 
Finally, GLSO attempts to Has Active Yearthe meetings. I continually ask which visits a know homosex­
myself why more gay law stu­ make funds available to both ual and are thus sympathetic to The Buffalo Federalist Soci­ needy was launched last 
dents do notexit their dusty and members and· non-members to appeals which look kindly upon ety is one of nearly 60 chapters semester. Thanks to the 
degrading closets to assume attend na~ional conferences homosexuals who keep their of a national organization of generosity of the .law school 
and accept a gay person's so- which focus upon issues con­ sexuality hidden from the conservative law students that community, the Buffalo City 
cial respO!]Sibility. . cerning lesbians and gay men. world. However, I would like to seeks to foster an understand­ Mission received nine large 
GLSO is an organization dedi­ There are two or three confer­ argue for the proposition that, ing of principles of federalism. boxes of clothing and food in 
cated to the futherance of the · ences coming up between now on balance, it is politically and The Federalist Society of Law time for the holiday season. We 
intellectual, social, and emo­ and May, and -we hope there morally unjustifiable for a and Public Policy is dedicated hope that this effort can be 
tional needs of its members, homosexual to remain clo­ to the beliefthat indi.vidual free­ done annually and result inI continually ask myselfwhyas well as to producing a seted. dom is best insured through a even greater expressions of in­
heightened awareness a­ more gay law students do I would guess that most de-centralized federal (as dis­ dividual good will. 
mongst the general law school not exit their dusty and de­ people consider a pers.on's sex­ tinguished from national) gov­ The generosity of the BAR/ 
population concerning the so­ grading closets to uality a private matter. It should ernment limited in effect to cer­ BRI review course company has assume 
be up to the individual to decide tain enumerated purposes and allowed the Federalist Societycial, political, and legal status and accept a gay per.wm's 
whether or not to disclose this operated through a system of to actively enhance our other­of lesbians and gay men in our social responsibility . intimate fact about herself to distinct and separable powers. wise rather meager budget. The 
is. involved in a variety of ac­ will be enough funds to help everyone. It is thought that this The Buffalo chapter has en­ sale of raffle tickets for a $500 
right to privacy descends from joyed an active year, after being credit off a BAR/BRI course has 
society. Toward this end, GLSO 
tivities and services. those who wish to attend. Con­
the heavens, it is a fixed princi­ founded just two years ago; netted the organization someFor example, since the foster­ ference participants are always 
ple, ready to be applied to any and an even more active year $3QO. The funds will be used in ing of a sense of group solidar­ asked to "present papers or talks 
ity is important to any minority of the conference to the mem­ situation as it arises. However, lies ahead. Memberhip in the large part to fund a fine recep­
organization, GLSO sponsors a bership. such a view of morality is organization has reached an all­ tion after the Polovchak debate 
skewed for it ignores social time high of nearly thirty-five in April. Many thanks to all whonumber of open houses and Sounds like a good organiza­
realities and the goals of social and an extremely active core purchased tickets. pot-luck dinners so that mem­ tion, no? I think so. However, if 
struggles. group of about 20 members. Several Federalist melllbersbers can come together and talk we stop to consider that about 
about things that concern them. 10% of the population is gay (a To be sure, this right of pri ­ This significant rise in member­ are eagerly awaiting the annual 
In addition, these gatherings at­ consel)lative figure), and that vacy to keep one's sexuality to ship has allowed the Federalist national symposium of the 
tempt to give first year students there are about 800 law stu­ oneself is not conducive to the Society to undertake more ac­ Federalist Society. This year the 
liberation of lesbians and gay tivities, making it (in the words · event will be held at Stanfordaccess to some of the intellec­ dents at UB, then there is every 
men. For every gay person who of one SBA officer) "the most University Law School and willtual and social experiences of reason to believe that there are, 
stays in his .closet, the enemies active organization in the law feature three days of debatesecond and third year students. at least, 80 gay law students 
of gay rights are able to claim school." and discussion on the FirstGLSO also subscribes to a here in our midst. I can tell you 
a victory. They are able to claim After a well-attended debate Amendment of the Unitedwide variety of periodicals con­ one thing, 80 people do not 
that their view of homosexually last spring between then Har­ States Constitution. Speakers lcerned with the political and show up at GLSO meetings. As 
as a disease, as something to vard professor William Kristol will include Judges Bork andlegal struggles of the gay com­ I said before, i continually ask 
be ashamed of, something not (now Assistant Secreta1Y of Scalia from the D.C. Circuit, I munity. This great resource, myself why this is so. 
to be spoken of or shared in Education) and UB law Jiiofes­ Judge Easterbrook from the ' which was largely ignored dur­ I suppose there are a number 
public, is the correct view; after sor Jacob Hyman, on thej uture Seventh Circuit as well as legaling the recent Moot Court com­ of explanations for this 
all, even homosexuals agree of civil rights adjudicatiori; n the scholars John Hart Ely of Stan­petition (half of the Moot Court phenomenon. First, these 80 
with this since the vast majority Supreme Court, the Federalist ford, Richard Epstein ofproblem dealt with the constitu­ gay law students might not 
of them keep quiet. Society continued its dedica­ Chicago, · Lino Graglia fromtionality o·f laws proscribing know of the existence of G LSO. 
This is what a principle of the tion to lectures that benefit the Texas and others. For ~hose notsodomy) vastly supplements However, speaking from per­
right to privacy does here. It entire law school by hosting Dr. able to attend, audio and/or vis­the lack of similar material in sonal ·experience; I can assure 
perpetuates the notion that Daniel C. Heldman of the Na­ ual recordings wilt be broughtthe law school library. you that even those gay people 
homosexuals are an inferior tional Right to Work Legal De­ back to Buffalo. GLSO is aware of its responsi­ who are securely fastened in 
class of people who deserve to fense Foundation last semes­ Last Thursday, the Buffalobility to reach out beyond its im­ their' closets become aware of 
be discriminated against. ter. Federalist Society held its an­mediate membership in ah ef­ groups whose membership is 
If, however., we begin with Currently, the Federalist Soci­ nual elections. The new execu­fort to encourag·e discussion predominantly homosex~al. 
the goal of gay liberation, rather ety is planning a debate on the tive committee of the organiza­within the general law school A second explanation is 
than the abstract, ideal princi­ nationally-known case of In Re tion is composed of: Marty Pel­population of issues relating to apathy. Yes, these 80 people 
ple of a right to privacy, we ca·n Walter Polovchak, which in­ cin, Chairman; Regina DelVec­gay rights. know about GLSO, butthey just 
see that the creation of a social volves a twelve year old Soviet chio, Secretary; Paul Fallon,On April 7, Mary Dunlap, a do not ca·re about such ac­
responsibility, not to keep one's boy who sought asylum from Treasurer; Mike Murphy andnoted . California attorney and tivities. However, I would prefer 
the United States government. Ken Neeves, At-large dele­
The Chicago ACLU represented gates; and Art Scinta, Past Chair­
the Polovchak parents, while man. The outgoing officersInternational Law Society Professor Henry Holzer of Brook­ wish the new officers every suc­
lyn Law School represented cess in the upcoming months. 
Walter. The debate will be the Lastly, we wish to express 
first of its kfnd outside the court­ our thanks to the SBA which, ·visc-usses Plans, Goals~ 
room and will be held April 10th under the leadership of Lori 
The International Law Soci- tional law professor Virginia panels and student workshops. at 3:45 in the Moot Court Room. Cohen, has transformed itself 
ety is an organization of lawstu- Leary's house. ILS .then con~ The program included discus- An effort dubbed "The from past years into a more tol­
dents who share academic and ducts other programs relating sions on the current situation in Federalist Initiative" to raise erant and representative gov­
career interests in the field of · to both the cu.ltural and political South Africa, terrorism and food and clothing for Buffalo's ernment body.
international law. It is the inten- aspects of international law counter measures, the lnterna-
tion of ILS to promote student during the rest of the year. tional Sales Convention, 
interest in international law by .During the fall semester foreign investment after 
encouraging discussion of members of ILS attended the Bhopal, and many other issues 
human rights and international twelfth annual International of major concern. 
disputes. Law Weekend a·nd the 1985 In- This spring ILS will be spon-
Our second goal is to create ternational .Law .Weekend. In soring a film festival featuring 
a greater understanding of the the former, members met with classics and documentaries 
relationships among peoples representatives of numerous from around the world. A fund-
and nations. Since the society's international law-related firms, raiser and elections will be held 
inception, ILS has aimed at ac- agencies and organizations on later this semester. 
complishing these goals. formal and informal bases for ILS also provides information 
The society has sponsored information ·on · employment for law students · interested in 
•several activities during the opportunities. The program in- study and work abroad. All law 
school year to promote aware- eluded a variety of sessions and students are invited to join ILS. 
ness of other nations and how . seminars concerning research For further information contact 
they interact in the legfl sphere. and study in the field of interns- Robin Miller, box 176, or Elvin 
Traditionally, as in this year, the tional law. Williams, box 268. The ILS of-
society begins the autumn The 1985 International Law fii:e is located on the first floor 
semester with a buffet lunch of Weekend was comprised of of O'Brian in room 113. 
international dishes at interns- programs of professional 
N 
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Environmerit Conference Urges Activism-
by Lisa Strain 
Environmental Law Society 
"Thanks to the visions of 
Rachel Carson we began to con­
front a planet endangered with 
self-contamination" and "en­
vironmental protection is an in­
terest for all who live on this 
planet," Governor Mario Cumo 
declared in a keynote address 
at the annual Environmental 
Law Conference of February 13-
15 in Washington, D.C. 
The Conference was part of 
the 16th Annual American Law 
Institute-American Bar Associa­
tion Course of Study program 
and was co-sponsored by the 
Environmental Law Institute 
and the Smithsonian Institu­
tion. 
Referring to Rachel Carson's 
book The Silent Spring as the 
foundation of the environmen­
tal movement, Cuomo said that 
in the fifteen years since Silent 
Spring, "the law has become 
the strongest protector of our 
environment." 
Speaking of environmental 
protection as a "moral obliga­
tion," Cuomo listed what he 
considered to be two of New 
York State's worst environmen­
tal problems: acid rain - "al­
ready 200 lakes are too con­
taminated to hold fish, . and 
more study is not needed, more 
action is needed" and hazard­
ous waste - "it will be difficult 
for usto undo past negligence." 
He cited the past three years' 
largest staff increase in enforce­
ment ever for the State Depart­
ment of Environmental Conser­
vation as the start of progress, 
as well as measures like ban­
ning the use of hazardous sub­
stances like chloridane. Cuomo 
also called for the need to push 
the $1 .45 million Environmen­
tal Quality Bond Act, which if 
passed would be used mostly 
to remediate hazardous waste 
sites within the state. 
Cuomo also called the federal 
Superfund, a national program 
to clean up hazardous waste 
sites throughout the United 
States, "a mere shadow of its 
potential," referring to the 
program's approaching bank-
~ruptcy. The program will be up 
for reauthorization soon and 
Cuomo urged the two Houses 
of Congress to · "agree quickly 
to refinance Superfund. 
The other keynote speaker at 
the conference, Lee Thomas, 
Administrator of the Environ­
mental Protection Agency, em­
phasized the agency's focus on 
the basic goals of statutes like 
the Clean Air Act, Clean Water 
Act, Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) and 
Superfund. Thomas cited the 
problems of ozone erosion, 
control of hydrocarbons in the 
air in large metropolitan areas, 
toxics control, and the con­
tinual process of permitting for 
toxic waste sites. 
Thomas said some of the new 
emerging issues in environ-
mental law are the biotechnol­
ogy in pesticides program, and 
the presence of radon in indoor 
air. "Radon may be one of the 
greatest public risks we face 
today," Thomas said. 
He also said that there's a 
great need for a "supportive 
and informed public" and that 
"we have strong environmental 
law in this· country but it's be­
coming more and more difficult 
to sell the public on the im­
plementaion of all of these 
laws." 
The conference included a 
series of panels comprised of 
noteworthy environmental 
speakers on a wide range of en­
vironmental issues like the fed­
eral Superfund, RCRA and 
Hazardous and Toxic Wastes 
Law, Toxic Torts, Clean Water 
and Air Act developments, and 
current developments in the 
National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA). 
Other topics covered were 
the environmental aspects of 
municipal land use regualtion, 
the increase in environmental 
litigation, and citizens' suits 
brought as a means of private 
enforcement of federal pollu­
tion control laws. 
J, William Futrell, President of 
the - Environmental Law Insti­
tute, spoke of the Westway op­
ponents' recent victory in court. 
He said that the ruling in favor 
of a landfill and dredge P.ermit 
(granted to allow construction 
to begin on the westside New 
York City highway) was Harbi­
trary and capricious". 
"The ultimate place to win 
environmental conflicts in this 
country is on the floor of the 
House of Representatives," Fut­
rell said. "The environmental 
movement has no Ralph Nader, 
and Westway ·is an indication 
of the continuing environmen­
tal movement in the 80's." 
New York's Captive Wild Animal Protection Bill; 
Will It Increase Fowl Play to Feathered Friends? 
by Melanie Collins, 
Environmental Law Society 
In 1985, the passage of re­
strictive legislation prohibiting 
the importation of wild animals 
into N,ew York State was signed 
into law by Governor Cuomo. 
The model law, entitled "Cap­
tive Wild Animal Protection 
Bill," was developed by the 
Humane Society of the United 
States (HSUS). All members of 
the animal kingdom are in­
cluded except for specified cre­
atures such as domestic forms 
of cats, dogs, goldfish, horses, 
barnyard animals, hamsters, 
guinea pigs, white mice, rabbits 
and insects. 
Basically, however, this law 
will have the greatest effect on 
the importation of wild birds. 
Unless the law is modified, no 
wild birds will be sold legally in 
the state of New York after May 
1986. Needless to say, this has. 
caused great storm clouds in 
the area of aviculture. 
Aviculturists claim that a bird 
in captivity which is properly 
cared for is free from natural 
enemies, is guaranteed a regu­
lar and nutritionally complete 
diet, is able to raise ten times 
as many young as it would have 
in the wild, and has a much 
longer life expectancy. The 
HSUS, on the other harid, 
claims that ninety percent of 
birds are dead within the first 
two years of captivity, the most 
owners are totally ignorant of a 
wild animal's needs, and that it 
is "cruel to cause them to en­
gage in unnatural behavior." 
I have several reactions to the 
"Captive Wild Animal" bill. 
First, I am concerned that re­
stricting all importation of wild 
birds is going to increase 
smuggling. Smuggling exotic 
birds is turning into as profitable 
a business as the smuggling of 
narcotics with far less danger­
ous cbhsequences. 
For'those who get caught, the 
penalties for smuggling birds 
are 'lfractically insignificant. 
And -increasingly, smugglers 
are teaming the two "busines­
ses" together. Smuggled birds 
pose a very hazardous health 
threat to poultry farmers, since 
one bird carrying Exotic New­
castle Disease can infect 
thousands of chickens and 
poultry. Other diseases which 
they may carry are Pachecos 
and Ornithosis, the latter being 
contagious to humans. 
Second, HSUS seems to think 
that by restricting the passage 
of birds into New York State, 
exporters will actually ship 
fewer birds out of their natural 
habitats. Frankly, I think this is 
very shortsighted . . Obviously, are shot because they are con­
they will just ship their birds to sidered a public nuisance. 
another state. Smuggling in Australia is 
Unless this plan is national in very profitable if you can get 
scope, it is going to do very little away with it. It is usually done 
to stop the number ·of birds at night by boat; unfortunately, 
which are being imported into those smugglers who get over­
the United States. To the best taken by patrol boats usually 
of my knowledge, New York is just pitch their birds overboard 
the only state so far to adopt to avoid being caught. 
such a bill. It has been defeated While visiting Grand Cayman 
in several other stat.es. last Easter, I was amazed at how 
many of the Grand Cayman 
Amazon, the resident en­
dangered species, were in 
cages as private pets. I did not 
see any attempt at breeding of 
the species by private.citizens; 
most people did not seem to 
know that the parrot was en­
dangered. 
As far as owners being totally 
ignorant of a wild animal's 
. needs, an ignorant pet owner 
will remain ignorant regardless 
of whether the animal is wild or 
not. A domestic animal does 
not have the distinct advantage 
of being able to tell you what 
its needs are any more than a 
Third, HSUS is mistaken in wild animal does. Those who 
thinking that a bird's needs are wish to remain ignorant will; 
always "best met in their natu­ those who wish to discover the 
ral habitat." ·In Australia, for. pet's needs will do so - no law 
example, where they have the is going to change that. There 
policy of "no birds in, no birds are just as many books· and 
out," rose-breasted cockatoos magazines published about the 
which go for $1500 apiece here care of parrots as there are 
.about dogs and cats. Someone 
who has has just spent $750 on 
a parrot is not about to let it 
starve. 
Also, in respon·se to another 
of HSUS's claims, how "cruel" 
is it to cause them to engage in 
"unnatµral behavior"? Is it any 
more cruel to teach your bird 
how to say "hello" or ring a'bell 
than it is for you to teach your 
dog to beg or roll over? 
Ideally, of course, it would be 
best to buy a captive-bred bird 
instead of an , imported bird. 
However, for most people, this 
would usually mean the differ­
ence "between being able" ve.r­
sus "not being able" to afford 
a parrot. 
For example, an imported 
umbrella cockatoo (usually im­
ported from Indonesia or the 
Moluccan Islands) will sell for 
anywhere between $300 and 
$750, depending on whether 
you buy it from a wholesaler or 
a pet store. A captive bred bird, 
which is usually hand fed, will 
sell for $1000 to $1500. The end 
result will be that only the rich 
will be a pie to afford to buy exo­
t,c birds. 
Some people will still be able 
to buy wild animals, but first 
you must secure a permit from 
the appropriate governmental 
continued 011 page I 5 
Fellowships in Environmental Law Available 
by David Platt and Rachel Roth, 
Environmental Law Society 
The New York Sea Grant In-
stitute will again be offering 
two 6 month fellowships run-
ning fromJune through the end 
of November. If you are in-
terested in environmental and 
natural resource law, you 
should consider applying for 
this fellowhsip. These positions 
gram was established by Con-
mer, part time during the fall 
semester, and include a tax free 
stipend of $3375. 
The National Sea Grant Pro-
gram was established by Con-
gress two decades ago to prom-
ote the wise use of coastal and 
marine resources. ·New York 
adopted its, Sea Grant Program 
in 1969 as a consortium of the 
SUNY system and Cornell l;Jni-
verslty. Rnearch facilities ~t 
various campuses, extension 
offices throughout the state, 
and a legal center here at Buf-
falo Law School address issues 
confronting Great Lakes and 
marine coastal districts. 
The legal center consists of 
the director, Prof. Robert I. Reis, 
a staff attorney, Kevin Brown, 
and two Sea Grant scholars. 
The goals of the center are 
twofold: and educational com-
ponent carried out through the 
New York State Grant Institute 
Extension service, and a re-
search component designed to 
address complex legal issues. 
Sea Grant scholars, working 
closely with Prof. Reis and 
Kevin Brown, carry . out re-
search and writing duties as-
sociated with both compo-
nents. 
The 1985 Sea Grant scholars 
,... a1x The Opinion F9bn,ary 21, 1918 
began their summer research­
ing an article authored by Prof. 
Reis, entitled "Outshore Boun­
daries," concerning the de­
velopment of condominiums 
and "dockominiums" on valu­
able coastal property. This arti- . 
cle details the ownership rights 
• associated with reparian prop­
erty, the conflicts which arise 
between or among adjoining 
, landowners concerning de­
velopment of those resources, 
and the interactions between 
riparian owners and public 
agencies. 
The scholars next partici­
pated in a Sea Grant coopera­
tive project involving the revi­
sion of the #Land UnderWater" 
chapter of Warrens· Weed New 
- York Real Property Law. This 
project gave both scholars the 
OPt?Ortunity to co-author parts 
of the chapter. 
Each scholar, in addition to 
working on joint Sea Grant pro­
jects, is given the opportunity 
to carry out independent re- . 
search. These projects range 
from informational articles for 
Coastlines, a quarterly publica­
tion of the New York Sea Grant 
Institute, and other journals, to 
intensive scholarly articles on a 
variety of subjects. 
The 1985 scholars are cur­
rently completing two such 
long-term projects: one con­
cerning ecological·servitudes, a 
form of environmental regula­
tion stemming from the com­
merce clause reflecting a grow­
ing awareness of environmen­
tal problems, and another on 
the high water mark as the pub­
lic-private bou,ndary which de-. 
scribes the complexities as-
sociated with this ambulatory 
~nd cohceptual interface on 
naviagable waters. 
A S!!'a GrantFellowship offers 
valuable exposure to the law 
student. Interaction with faculty 
and other legal professionals, 
the sharpening of legal re­
search and writing skills, and 
extensive exposure to environ­
mental/natural resources is­
sues11re just a few of the ben­
efits. 
Applications for the 1986 Sea 
Grant Fellowships will be avail­
able in late February. Please 
contact Prof. Reis, the Sea 
Grant Office (Rm. 408), or either 
of the authors if you have any· 
q\,l.l!&tions regarding the Sea 
Grant Program. 
I 
....,..,. 
Suminer College Work Study Pfograin Info -
by Kathy Peterangelo-Johnson 
Many of you hav.e inquired 
a_bout the Summer College 
Work-Study Program. Hope-
fully, the following will give you 
all the information you might 
need regarding this program. 
As you probably know, Sum-
mer College ~ork-Study (CWS) 
is designed to provide students ' 
· with some summer money to 
be used to pay school-year bil ;s. 
The funding for this program 
is derived from two sources. 
Eighty percent (80%) comes 
from the federal government. 
The University receives an an-
nual allocation which is primar-
ily used during the school year, 
with some funds set aside for 
the summer. 
The other twenty percent 
(20%) is contributed either by 
the school, in the case of on-
campus workers, or by the off-
campus employer. 
To be considered for Sum-
mer CWS you must file two 
forms on or before posted 
deadlines. The ffrst is the Finan-
cial Aid Form (FAF) - you know, 
the form I've been hounding 
you about since December. 
This form must have been re-
ceived by the College Scholar-
ship Service by the March 15th 
deadline. 
The second form which you 
must submit is a Summer 
Work-Study Application. These 
forms will be available between 
March 1standMa_rch 17thatmy 
office (314 O'Brian) and the 
Work-Study Office at 232 
Capen. The completed form 
must be received on or before 
the March 17th deadline and 
should be returned directly to . 
the College Work-Study Office. 
In addition, remember that 
you must have Financial Aid 
Transcripts on file with the Uni-
versity for each post-secondary 
school you attended, whether 
you received financial aid or 
not. You cannot be considered 
for Summer Work-Study if th is 
form is not on file . If you just 
requested that your former 
schools send out the Financial 
Aid Transcript, check back and 
confirm that the form was in-
deed sent out. 
How much-can you expect to 
be awarded if you qualify? The 
-- Summer Work-Study awards 
generally range between $500 
and $1000. If you are granted a 
Summer College Work-Study 
award you will be notified by 
Subscribe to The Wctll Street Journal, 
and.enjoy student sav.ings of up to $44.That's ql;lite 
a baIJrctln, especially when you rons1der what 1t 
really represents:Tuition fur the real world. 
r ~~call-~;-xi"30~7 
I Or mail to: The '1\1111 Street-Journal, 200 Burnett Road, Chicop,;e, MA 01021 I 
I 
□ Send me one year.of.The '1\1111 Street Journal for$63 - a sav,ngof $44 off · 
t~, ttplar si,bscnf>lum tmc•- . I □ Send me 15 weeks for $26 . □ Payment enclosed . · D 8111 me later. 
~- IStudent I.D.# ------Grad. Month/Year_____I 
I Address ICity_ ________State__Zip_ _ ____ 
~ I HaN:validforahmited tome/o,1tw!: ,.11,.<on11...,.ilU.S Bypladna yvw-I onler, y~ut_hon,. The Wall Strc<t Journal to ,crify th< enrollment 1nfonnat.., supplied •bo••· I 
I . 1 ToeWdll Sf.!eet ,,,._rn~;:T:j·A Joomalln• · 
\'nn~i,~,£11111 . • 1111' tlm'hrdUII')' ,, ''"' 1Hn1Ctlll ' Yim. 74SMC • "~· Int. 
~ )l l ''l'l :l;\Hl l,nt, 1000. •L=
----------
the Financial Aid Office some-
time in May. We will 11ot know 
how much the actual awards 
will be until that time. 
If you should decide to accept 
yo.ur Summer . Work-Study 
Award,youwillbecc;,ntactedby 
the Work-Study Office to ar-
range your job placement and 
FinC1m·i"I Aid Ad.,isor KC1thy Petmm-
11elo-Jolm.wm . 
""
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to set you up on the Work-Study 
payroll. Students are generally 
paid at m inimum wage and will 
work approximately 40 hours a 
week, Once you reach your 
award limit, you will have three 
options. 
First, you can stop working. 
Second, you can continue to 
work on a voluntary basis. This 
option may work out well if 
your main concern is getting 
experience at your place of em-
ployment. Third, you may be 
able to persuade your employer 
to pay you for your continued 
employment. Many employers 
are willing to retain you on their 
own payroll after you have 
reached your Work-Study 
award limit. (Note : this would 
require the employer to assume 
100% contribution toward your 
wage as compared to the 20% 
requirement _under .the CWS 
program). Of course, your op-
tions may be limited depending 
_on where you are working. 
As you may know, you have 
a good deal of input as to where 
you will be working under the 
College Work-Study- Program. 
Both on- and off-campus posi-
tions are available. If you are in-
terested in working for an off-
campus employer under the 
CWS program you should con-
tact the Work-Study Office to 
check if your prospective em-
ployer has a contract with the 
University allowing for off-cam-
pus jobs with his or her firm or 
agency. The contract merely 
stipulates that the employer 
agrees · to pay 20% of your 
award. If there is no contract on 
file,itispossibletosetoneup. 
You should be aware that you 
may take your Work-Study 
award out-of-state. Again, a 
contract must be in existence 
between the University and the 
employer. The only require-
ments for establishing a con-
tract (both in- and out-of-state) 
are that the organization must 
be non-denominational and 
non-profit. 
So, if you are interested in ap-
plying for Summer College 
Work-.Study, make sure your 
FAF was filed on time and that 
all of yoar Financial Aid Trans-
cripts are on file . Most impor-
tantly, don't forget to pick up a 
Summer Work-Study applica -
tion, available between March 
1st and 17th at my office and 
the College Work-Study Office 
(232 Capen). The deadline is 
March 17th. 
Student Loans in Jeopardy 
On February 5, President nancial aid programs would 
Reagan released FY '87 budget create major problems in the 
for Congressional review. The current student aid system.The 
changes proposed for the changes proposed for the 
Guaranteed Student Loan pro­ Guaranteed Student Loan pro­
gra_m are particularly harsh and gram are so radical and .make 
will cause the virtual destruc­ the program so unattractive to 
tion of the program. For the fed­ lenders that many will with­
eral Title IV grant and campus­ draw due to substantial losses 
based programs, the Presi­ of income and new risks with 
dent's proposals would reduce regard to defaults and interest 
aid to NeJIV York State students rates. Also, schools would lose 
by over 26% from current administrative allowances, 
levels. have to increase matclt4ng 
The President's budget calls funds for campus-based pro­
for major structural changes in grams, and deal with mpre 
the administration of the Title complex administrative _pro,ce­
IV programs. The combined ef­ dures. In addition, students will 
fects of less aid for students and be subjectto stiffer eligibility re­
the proposed restructuring offi - quirements and larger out-of-
New Professor . ... . . . . . . . . 
ulty candidates are vying for the to disclose how they were 
two positions. In the order that ranked. 
they visited the law school, "We are hoping to increase 
those candidates are: Assistant the number of full -time faculty 
U.S. Attorney James Kainen; -by two," Schlegel said. "Whether 
Yale University professor John or not we can, or if we do, will 
Donohue; ACLU attorney, get played out in the next two, 
George Kannar; Wisconsin or it may take four, weeks." 
Schlegel also noted that un­Supreme Court law clerk k.im 
Crenshaw, and University of like Ti;uronyi, who was specifi ­
Wisconsin law professor Davld cally hired as a tax professor, 
Trubeck, the husband of dean t he two additional professors 
candidate Louise Trubeck. were not being sought to teach 
Schlegel said that the Faculty any specific area of law. 
ranked the candidates in order Next month, the Faculty will 
of preference, but he declined turn its attention to the dean 
... 
pocket costs. 
Congress is reviewing the 
President's proposal and must 
act on it, along with the accom­
panying legislative detail, be­
fore any of the President's pro­
posals can be implemented. I 
encourage you to use this re­
view period to contact your 
elected representatives and ex­
press your opinion of the pro­
posals. 
If you have questions or 
would like additional detail, 
please con.tact Dolores E. Cross 
at the New York Higher Educa­
tion Service Corporation at 
(518) 474-5592 or Mr. Peter 
Keitel , Executive Vice Presi­
dent, at (518) 474-5775. 
• • • • • coutinu«•d from pa,:e I 
.search. Questioned why the 
Faculty has over the past two 
months been exclusively con­
cerned with faculty appoint­
ments, ·rather than w ith the 
seemingly more important 
dean search, Schlegel re­
sponded, "Organizations are 
geared to think about one thing 
at a time. 
"With the Faculty, only-one 
th ing at a time is usually on the 
table. For the past month it has 
been faculty hirings," Schlegel 
said . 
"The dean search is next." 
The Opinion schedule for the 1986 Spring Semester is as 
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Editorials: 
Dean Selection Committee 
Repeats Past Mistakes 
Exactly one year ago, The Opinion ran an editorial criticizing the Law School Dean 
Search Committee for its sluggishness in getting organized and inviting candidates 
to the law school for interviews (Vol. 25, No. 10). 
What was clear to us then is even clearer now. The Committee is not doing its 
job adequately . A brief look at the Committee's past performance justifies that verdict . 
. Fornier Dean Headrick announced that he would resign from the deanship (effec­
tive August 31, 1985) on September 7, 1984. 
The Search Committee, however, did not meet for the first time until the second 
week of December, over three months after Headrick indicated that he would resign . 
Winter break (extended by one blizzardy week) followed -thus killing any momen­
tum the Committee had managed to gather. 
In essence, then, the Committee did not start "searching" for a new dean un­
til February, 1985, making it highly unlikely that they would meet the August 1 
deadline set by University Provost William Greiner (which of course they did not). 
It was not until late April/early May that the Committee, in a rather perfunctory 
manner, began interviewing any candidates. In August (the Committee doesn't meet 
over summer break), it was announced that none of the four candidates who were 
interviewed here in April and May would be invited back for second interviews. They 
"didn't fit what the Faculty was looking for. " 
The "search" was thus reopened and new assurances were given to the effect 
that a new dean would be on the job by September, 1986. At this juncture, however, 
it is far from certain that a permanent dean will be found by that date. 
Why? Because so far this academic year the Committee has interviewed only three 
dean candidates. Two of the three, Lee Teitlebaum and Bill Simon, have withdrawn 
their names from consideration. 
The third, Louise Trubeck, has been invited back for a second round of interviews 
March 3-4. A law professor and supervisor of the clinical program at the University 
of Wisconsin School of Law, Trubeck is apparentJy a solid candidate for the job. 
However, both Joseph Alutto (Chairman of the Search Committee) and Acting 
Dean Schlegel concede that if for some reason Tf{ibeck is not approved, the Com­
mittee will have to start all over again and pursue other candidates. Should this 
happen, it is doubtful that a new dean could be found by September. 
With all due respect for Acting Dean Schlegel, ffiis law school needs the kind of 
leadership only a permanent dean could afford.1/\n acting dean is bound to be 
handicapped because he is not likely to have as much clout within the Albany and 
Capen Hall administrations as would a permaAeni'dean. Schlegel himself charac­
terized his role as " holding the Ion." 
The Opinion urges the faculty and administrators to approve the appointment of 
Louise Trubeck as Dean, if she proves to be an acceptable candidate. 
At some point the Committee and Faculty must abandon their fantasy of finding 
some sort of deity to be dean of the law school. If the alternative is not having a 
dean by next fall , that point is now. 
Vote Carefully in SBA Election Referendum 
Next Monday and Tuesday, the Law School student body will vote on a proposal 
to elect SBA executive officers (President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer) 
in the spring, rather than in the fall along with the election of class directors. 
The advantages are obvious. Outgoing officers can train their replacements . SBA 
activities won't come to a standstill between spring graduation and fall elections 
(getting an expense voucher approved during the summer is apparently a major 
headache at present) . And quality candidates who are not elected officers in the 
spring could run for class directorships in the fall. Currently, talented but unsuccessful 
officer candidates are left out of the SBA altogether. 
These are worthy goals. But they may be achieved by other methods, although 
not necessarily as effectively as with this proposal. The central question is whether 
the advantages of spring elections for officers justify disenfranchising the incoming 
first year class. Theirstudent government will be run by officers not of their choosing. 
The unspoken rationale is that newly arrived law students, off the boat only a 
couple of weeks, are still too disoriented, too bewildered, too unfamiliar with the 
strange social customs of the natives in this new land to cast an informed vote. 
Spring elections become a seven month residency requirement for officer electors. The 
question for the student body to decide, therefore, is the accuracy of this assumption. 
We were all incoming freshpersons once. Do you think you were able to cast an 
informed ballot in your first election 7 Do you believe you should have been entitled 
to vote way back then for SBA officers? If so, do you think the advantages of spring 
elections would have outweighed this entitlement? Would you have wanted your 
first SBA officers elected in the previous spring? 
These are hard questions that deserve thought. You should vote your answer next 
week. 
Take Action Against Late Grades 
As happens twice a year, the deadline for grade submission has come and gone, 
with the usual display of professorial disregard. The deadlines for law grades are 
self-imposed, and far more liberal than for the rest of the University faculty, who 
have only four days (not forty-five) from the close of exam week. 
The task of enforcement of timely grade reporting throughout the University be­
longs to Vice-President for University Services Robert Wagner, who states that the 
law school is "the last remaining unit that .basically is not anywhere near in com­
pliance.· Wagner adds, however, that the law school has been granted autonomy 
in this area, and that since he hasn't heard of any problems Or complaints with the 
present system, he hasn't pressed for any changes. 
We believe that certain members of the law faculty have acted irresponsibly in 
this regard. For example, Profe11or Joyce casually explains his lateness as simple 
"procrastination.• Complaints to the dean have been ineffective. Schlegel advises 
students to "withdraw their affection· from the faculty. 
If the faculty would act responsibly in this limited autonomy, then students 
wouldn't mind the faculty pretending it isn't a part of tl)e rest of the university, 
e>1i:apt of course on payday. But, as long as the faculty refuses to respond to student 
needs by meeting their own, salf-imposad deadlines, than the students' only recourse 
is to take the matter up with university administrators, to which the law school 
f■culty · I• ■n-rable, whether they like to believe it or not. , 
Therefore, - urge the SBA to begi,:i a concerted campaign to bring attention 
outalde the law school to the grading dilemma. 
MNnwhll• - also urge students whose grades still h'avan't been posted to call 
~tWagner at 63&-2922, or visit him at 620 Capen Ha!I. Students might 
al■o conalder complaining to University AdmlaalonI and Records in 232 Capen Hall, 
which unlike the 1- ■chool version, la open eight hours a day.
""~ht The Qplfllon ' .February 28, .198,1, 
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Elections ·Referendum Set 
Dear Fellow Students 
We are writing to explain to 
you the procedures and under­
lying concerns for the constitu­
tional changes you, as the stu­
dent body, are going to vote 
upon March 3 & 4. As current 
Executive Board members, we 
hope that our experience in the 
issues will give you some in­
sight into the reasons for the 
requested changes. 
You are being asked to 
amend the Constitution of the 
Student Bar Association to 
allow for elections of the Execu­
tive Board during the spring 
semester. Since our Constitu­
ti_on does not provide for an av­
enue of change or amendment, 
we have decided to put the 
changes in front of the student 
body as a whole, instead of the 
SBA Board"of Directors. 
Elections in the spring are a 
practical move for several 
reasons. It takes a several week 
'adjustment' period for the new 
Executive Board (President, 
Vice-President, Secretary, and 
Treasurer) to learn the jobs and 
to also learn to work with each 
other. 
The situation is ev·en more 
important when, like this year, 
you have several officers from 
various 'tickets' elected. The 
longer it takes to have the elec-
tions, the longer it takes to learn 
the job, to interview and ap­
point riew student members to 
the Student-Faculty Commit­
tees, and to get the organization 
as a whole running . 
Parties are an important func­
tion of the SBA and the plan­
ning of each one takes time -
which is a scarce commodity 
in the spring semester. Those 
of you who are involved with 
SBA, or who read The Opinion, 
understand that many more ac­
tivities and issues have been 
and will continue be addressed 
this term; primarily because the 
time is available! 
The primary drawback to 
elections in the spring is the dis­
enfranchisement of the first 
year students. They will, how­
ever, be able to elect their own 
directors like all other classes. 
As students who have gone 
through the pro~ess already, 
we feel that not only will spring 
elections foster a more edu­
cated and knowledgeable 
choice amon-g stude_nts will be 
able to hear and question the · 
candidates, but the decision to 
hold spring elections will be· a 
choice for a more_ acti~e Stu­
dent Bar Association. 
We hope that_you will all cast 
your vote on March 3rd and 4th. 
All students may vote on the 
change, but if it passes, only 1st 
&2nd year students will be per­
mitted to vote in the sp; ing elec­
tions. This is an important issue 
which will affect the lives of all 
of us while we are at the law 
school - ·this is your chance to 
have some input. Think about 
the choices involved and speak 
with any of us if you'd like. We 
are more than willing to talk 
with you about this or any other 
issue. Thanks! 
Lori Cohen, SBA President 
Gerry O'Connor, SBA Treasurer 
Colleen Rogers, SBA Secretary 
Scales-Trent Up for Review 
To: Law Students 
This spring, Associate Profes­
sor Judy Scales-Trent will be 
considered for reappointment 
to a new three-year term. 
Teaching ability is a major fac­
tor in the review process, and 
assessments of a candidate's 
teaching from students who 
have taken her courses are an 
important source of informa­
tion for the Promotion and Ten­
ure Committee. 
As part of the process of 
gathering student evaluations 
the law School's Promotion 
and Tenure Committee has al­
ready solicited letters from- a 
sample of students who have 
taken courses from the candi ­
date. If your name was not 
among those randomly 
selected from Professor Scales-
Trent's class H·sts, we neverthe­
less would appreciate your pro­
viding us with your assessment 
of her teaching. 
As you might expect, 
thoughtful and detailed discus­
sions of the candidate's 
strengths and weaknesses as a 
teacher, and of her relation­
ships with students are more 
helpful to the Committee then 
conclusory statements that a 
particular course was good or 
bad. Also, signed letters have 
more credibility than anonym­
ous statements; unsigned sub­
missions will not be consi­
dered. 
Student letters become part 
of the candidate's official .dos­
sier, and are available to the 
law School Promotion and Te­
nure Committee, the Univer-
sity-Wide Presidential Review 
Board, and the President of the 
University. However, the letters 
are not disclosed to the candi­
date or to anyone else who is 
not_involved in the review pro­
cess, so you should feel free to 
be frank and candid in your as­
sessments. 
Letters can be mailed to me, 
put in my mailbox in the faculty 
lounge, or left with Anne Mis­
sert in Room 511 . Your letter 
should be received no later than 
Friday, February 28, 1986. 
Thank you for your assist­
ance. 
Sincerely, 
Barry B. Boyer 
Convenor of Visiting 
Committee for Judy Scales-
. Trent 
Cuomo Declines Invitation 
Dear President Sample: preciates your kindness in ex­ in mind for future invitations. 
Governor Cuomo has asked tending this honor. Unfortu­ The Governor extends his 
me to respond to your invita­ nately, due to a number of pre­ congratulations and best 
tion requesting him to be the vious commitments, it is not wishes to the graduates and 
Commencement Speaker at the possible for the Governor to ac­ thanks you again for your invi­
State University of New York at cept your offer and be with you tation. 
Buffalo Law School's 97th Com- at your commencement on May Sincerely, 
mencement Exercises on May 18. He hopes that you under­ Leslie F. Stern 
18, 1986. stand his scheduling con­ Special Assistant to 
The Governor greatly ap- straints and that you keep him the Governor 
.Law Students Visit Cuba 
by Alberto M. Benitez 
Geographically, Cuba is 
ninety miles from the United 
States: However, the ideologi­
cal and political .distance be­
tween the two countries is 
enormous. 
The lnter-Ameri.can Com­
parative Law Institute, at CUNY 
Law School in Queens, N.Y., or­
ganized a law student delega­
tion which visited Cuba for 
seventeen days during the re­
cent Christmas break. 
Walter Ramos and I were the 
UB law School representatives 
on a delegation that included 
students from CUNY, Wiscon­
sin, DePaul, Connecticut and 
the Inter-American University 
in Puerto Rico. Our delegation 
was offically hosted by the Uni­
versity of Havana School of 
law. 
o·ur course work was divided 
into one week of Agrarian Law 
and one week of Family Law. 
The Agrarian law course 
examined the history df land 
use from the Spanish Conquest 
to the present. Cuba has made 
Agraian reform a priority. 
The agricultural system is 
made up of state farms, 
cooperatives and private land­
holdings. The Cuban govern­
ment provides -farmers · with 
seed, credit, fertilizer, etc., and 
insures the farmer against any 
crop loss. Private landholders, 
whic'h make up 8% of the ag­
ricultural capacity, receive the 
same benefits. 
I found the Family Law course 
to be especially interesting. It 
surveyed the rights and guaran­
tees of individual family mem­
bers, single mothers, working 
mothers, etc. The law profes­
sors were straight-forward in 
answering the "hard" ques­
tions raised by the various dele- \ 
gation members. 
For example, abortion ·is 
legal. Concerning the legal 
status of homosexuals and les­
bians in Cuba, we were told that 
the Cuban concept of a family 
is a man, a woman. and chil­
dren . . 
The root of this concept is 
based in the country's Spanish 
heritage and Roman Catholic 
influence, which remains 
strong. While there is not a sta­
tute that prohibits homosexual/ 
lesbian conduct, such conduct 
is punishable as "contrary to 
public order." Men and women 
have equal treatment under 
law. It can safely be said that 
de jure sex discrimination no 
longer exists. 
The study scHedule provided 
us with plenty of time for sight­
seeing. No one restricted my 
movements or prohibited me 
from speaking to anyone. Being 
a native Spanish speaker was 
an advantage I had, but many 
people spoke at least some 
English and were very happy to 
practice it. 
We were housed in the 
Miramar section of Havana. 
Prior to tife Revolution, 
continued on page I 5 
l 
.. 
The Boy -Mechanic 
,.i. 
· Keviri O'Shaughnessy 
The Pride in Law School Rests In · Students 
"If, in the alternative, we were cuss'ion throughout the law t'-e . 
,, Roman Empire .. : but in The New York Times. ThisI ulty and administration salariesto sea e down our aspirations school. Since most of ·the stu- these are isolated cases.) has led some students to be- (to recruit the best and preventand see our mission only as the dents ·have been here through- 1· B ff Mt·,· n f I · h The problem with thls theory 1eve the u alo odel shouldeduca. raids from other law schools),0 o awyers m t e out the law school's two year 
t d ·t· · · II h I d is that every law school has the go Madison Avenue. and advertising in The New116 1 IQna awsc oo mo e, we "decline," some students have 
l.d b bl · d maintenance problem; Harvard We could get corporate spi;m- York Times ... whatever iswou pro a Y succee in re- appointed themselves legalt · · th f has leaky pipes. (they probably sors to lure would-be yuppies : necessary. ammg e statu,:e O a good education experts and have Michelob and the Buffalot t I h I u, • cover it up though.) Pipes will Former Dean Headrick, in his s a e aw sc 00 · ne might come up with several different Model ·. "You've always known 
. . be sealed, the roof and the 1975 mission statement,mamtam our current position at theories of decline: hseventh floor will ·be repaired, w ee you were going . . . " foresaw the other problem withthe IeveI o f some o f the lesser 1) Stop Using Books as a M ·11 L h d 
8 . 7i h H and candles can be dispensed em ync an the Buffalo the law school: ."We have suc­tg en sc ooIs. owever, in Weapon - This one begins M d I Ato all Moot Court competitors. o e : " breed apc!,rt." People ceeded in attracting a goodh bt e a sence of a massive infu- with the assumption that Mr. mag:.z·1ne and t f e Buffalo
· f Besides, I think we have a first v n cadre of able students, but theirsion ° new resources, it is Gourman (who is· this guy and class maintenance staff. Model name th'eir honorary 
aspirations too often fall short
m?sthun/ikely that we can at- where does he get his assump- There's no way we dropped 22 celebrity Buffalo Law School of their own competence, and 
tam t e eve/ of the nationally- tions?) places a great deal of places because of our roof dean : Glenn Close (Jagged 
many, but certainly not all , tendranked state law schools, such emphasis on each law school's leaks. Edge), Al Pacino (And Justice 
to react conservatively to in­as Virginia, Texas, Michigan, library. If this assumption is ac- for All). Paul Newman (The Ver-
novative efforts in legal educa­UCLA or Berkeley. Such cepted, the conclusion is obvi - 3) The ship needs a captain, diet) . . . 
tion ."schools have a nearly insur- ous ... the law school declined and the sailers ain't what they None of these thories explain Selfish alumni were selfishmountable fead with respect to because the library declined. used to be - This is the el_itist the school's decline. We could 
students. Their selfishness isother schools that attempt to Proponents of this theory cite a academic excellence argument assume that Mr. Gourman is in­
evident during law school. They beat them at their own game. laundry list of the library's which points out the lack of a sane for attempting to rank law 
use the law school's nationalIt is however, still possible for flaws : broken copy and change dean and blames the admis- schools. Let's look at each of the 
reputation and low tuition priceus to reach and even exceed a machines (these two alone cost sions people for letting people theories. to pass the bar and get a job.comparable level of attainment us ten places in the report). the in with "inferior" (less than Each theory points to a prob­ They give nothing back to theifweconsciouslyplaythegame broken book alarm system, old theirs) LSAT scores. These are lem and asks the school, or its 
school.differently and attempt to fulfill worn out carpeting, etc. the same people who want to administration to fix it. The real They piously claim they gotthe broader missions which The problem with this theory change the grading system be- problem is that a great many themselves through lawhave been described in our is that the library hasn't really cause their high LSAT scores people take from this law 
school . . . everyone else canplanning over the last ten years, declined (not 22 places worth) . have failed . to produce H school and give very little back. fend for themselves.partially developed in our re- I've been a student at UB since g_rades . .. so they know that I work for the University of They constantly whine aboutcent past, and sprinkled 1979. The law library has im- they just missed them (a .k.a . Buffalo foundation (the fund - the lack of traditional "bar re­through our current program. proved itself in that period of the old "high O" theory) . raising institution for this Uni­ lated " courses ; deride the in­Put simply, our choice is time: the Lexis computer sys- This school is very close to versity). We ask alumni for do­
novative efforts of the laweither (1) pursue our aspira- terns, the Robert Koren Audio hiring a new dean. I doubt that nations for the university. Ask­
school (the Animals and thetions of over a decade in a seri- Visual Center, and the com- this action will vault us back ing the law school alumni, who Law seminar, one of the mostous and systematic way and puterized check-out system. Be- into the top 20 ... The school's have not donated before, to intersting courses I have everdevelop a law school on the sides, they've already fixed the faculty are far mQre important. support the law school is as taken, has been a constant
- Buffalo Model or (2) · slip back book alarm system. A new law school is bigger much fun as contracting chol­
source of humor) ; or cower ininto a comfortable niche as a 2) The Chicken Little " the sky than one person's job ... Dean era. The response has not yet fear at the idea of having thesegood, but undistinguished, gar- . is falling" argument-Bursting Headrick has pointed out that been overwhelming. 
cour~es on their resume. (Takeden-variety law school . . . " pipes, the leaky roof, the LSAT scores are not what this The tuition here is incredibly the Law and Marxism seminar 
- Former Dean Thomas seventh floor disaster area, the school · is about ; we're sup- low (slightly over $3,000 a year; and you're placed on the Presi­Headrick in his 1975 Moot Court blackout ... propo- posed to be different. It is very by comparison, Syracuse is dential Enemies List.)
"Mission Statement" nents of this theory elevate difficult to improve your law over $4,000 a semester). The This school has to go its ownfor the SUNY at Buffalo these relatively trivial mainte- school ranking by hoping to state provides about 65% of the way. We cannot out-HarvardLaw Schop! nance ills to a symbolic level. lure "exc.eptional" students to entire university operating Harvard. The Gourman Report
• c;\!, "' c;\!, "'<\b"'<lb"' <\!i "' <lb"' All these problems are your mediocre law school. They budget, the rest has to •tome could be a symptom of the realCancel that Order of Ivy symptoms of an administrative want to be ivy leagues. from private areas, nam@'rY the problem at this law school : the 
The Buffalo Model Law malaise which has infested the 4) The Joel Hyatt " You gott~ alumni . ,u- selfish lack of alumni and stu­
School has fallen from the hal- law school. They proclaim that advertise" theory-The recent Finaricial support fro ff.1· law dent support of the Buffalo 
lowed Gourman Report top 20 this place will be reduced to a success of Hofstra Law School school alumni would provide Model Law School. It's time for 
law schools (from 17th to 39th pile of brown bricks by 1990 (98 to 28) in the Gourman Re- for library imR_rovements and both groups to put up or shut 
in just two years) . This "calam- (some people even go as far as ports, coincided with · the roof repairs, supplement fac- up.
ity" has been the topic of dis- comparing the Buffalo Model to school 's advertising campaign 
Kullman's Korner Paul W. Kullman 
Free Speech Wins Over College Athletics 
While I couldn't tell you_who 
coined the phrase "Talk is 
cheap," chances are that per­
son didn't come from Georgia. 
- Ari Atlanta federal court jury 
recently found that one's right 
to bark in Bulldog country is 
worth roughly $2.5 million. · 
That is, if you're an instructor 
who lost her job at a major uni­
versity for speaking out against 
preferential treatment for stu­
dent athletes. . 
Such was the case on 
Wednesday, February 12, when 
University of Georgia instructor 
Jan Kemp's free speech rights 
were deemed to have been vio­
lated by two University officals. 
Kemp claimed she was de-
moted and then fired because 
she spoke out against preferen­
tial trei,tment for student 
athletes in remedial classes. 
While the focus of the five­
week trial was directed primar­
ily on the degree of special 
academic attention given to 
student athletes, the fact that 
the case was decided on the 
free speech concept of the First 
Amendment is significant. 
Hopefully, this case will provide 
an impetus for other academi­
cians to speak out further and 
force university athletic pro­
grams across the country to put 
the accent back on making sure 
Johnny can read the textbook 
as well as the _playbook. 
While there probably 
wouldn't have been a case had 
Kemp not lost her job, the fact 
that she had such a direct per­
sonal stake in the matter cannot 
detract from the gel)eral impor­
tance of the holding. 
Athletics at · major univer­
sities is a business- a big busi­
ness. And in many respects, 
athletes and university athletic 
departments are engaged in a 
working business relationship. 
But .._a business relationship is 
supposed to be a symbiotic re­
lationship, existing for the 
mutual , benefit of the parties. 
Yet it becomes readily apparent 
that the student athlete has 
been short-changed in such a 
relationship when his eligibility 
has been exhau~ed and he 
comes away with neither a de­
gree nor an education allowing 
him to function in society. 
Consequently, while the ath­
letic department has been busy 
producing a national champi­
on, the university has been fos­
tering.an academic chump. And 
who do we point the finger at? 
Why the teachers, of course. 
While Kemp's case doesn't 
tell us anything new about the 
way athletics and academics 
are treated at many univer­
sities, the case does tell us that 
teachers can effectively utilize 
their right to free speech in an 
effort to undertake the duties of 
their job. I would even go so far 
as to say the case suggests that 
teachers have a responsibility 
to exercise their right to free 
speech when they feel they are 
being forced to compromise 
the.ir educative roles. At any 
rate, $2.5-million would seem 
to at least provide such incen­
tive. 
A billboard in Havand which ,ra,u/ates: "A Communist is essentially an inter­
nationalist." 
S.B.A. By-Law 13 Requires: 
All organizations which wish to maintain or receive an SBA charter and/or receive 
SBA funds must: 
(1) send a representative to one SBA meeting in the Fall of each school 
year (before November 1), and in the Spring (before April 1) to report on 
the group's activities and plans. 
(21 publish a letter describing the club's activities and plans in the Law 
School newspaper, The Opinion after October 16 and before March 15 of 
each school year. 
(3) submit a list of at least 10 signatures of matriculated students who are 
members of the organization. 
This By-law is designed to encourage an increased awareness of the rich variety of 
activities within the law School community. Organizations which do not meet all of 
the above requirements may have their charter(s) revoked, and may - at the discre­
tion ofttMtSBA.BoardofDirectors-bedenied future funding. (AdoptedA,pril 1981) 
Februliry 28, 1911 The 
WANTED: 
STUDENT MEMBER OF THE SUNY 
BUFFALO UNIVERSITY COUNCIL 
Duties of the University Council: 
• Review all major University plans regarding faculty, students, 
admissions, academics, etc. 
• Make. regulations concerning student conduct, student housing 
and safety, and campus facilities. 
• Review and recommend SUNY/Buffalo budget requests. 
• Appoint advisory citizens' committees. 
• Name buildings and grounds. 
• Report annually to the Board of Trustees. 
• Perform any other duties requested by the Board of Trustees. 
• Make and establish regulations necessary to carry out the 
above duties. 
Responsibilities of the Student Member: 
• Represent the students of SUNY/Buffalo to the University 
Council. 
• A voting member of the Council and the Executive Committee 
of the Council. 
• Full membership privileges, including placing items on meeting 
agendas, etc. · 
• Must attend all meetings .. 
• The rights of access to all information dealing with the Admin­
istration, policies, etc. of SUNY/Buffalo. 
Petition Pick-up: Feoruary 18--on SBA door, 101 O'Brian Hall 
Informational Meeting: February 28-4:00 p.m. -Talbert Hall, 
Room 206 to hand in petitions. 
Election~: March 12 through March 14 
by Peter Scribner 
The performance date of the 
Law Revue has been postponed 
from March 16 to March 23 due 
to a curve ball thrown at the 
Law School by the Tralfama­
dore Cafe. Howie Spierer. Di­
rector of the Revue, arranged 
with the Trait to hold open 
March 16 for the annual law 
school talent show. But without 
contacting · anyone at the 
school, the Trait went ahead 
and booked a Kris Kristofferson 
concert for that date, under the 
mistaken assumption that the 
date of the Revue could be eas­
ily changed to the following 
weekend. 
But March 23 is both Palm 
Sunday and the day of St. Pat­
rick's Day in Downtown Buffalo. 
Despite these potential con­
flicts, and despite great irrita­
tion at the Trait's management 
for its casual treatment of the 
school, the Revue organizers 
decided to go with the new 
date. 
"The Trait has everything we 
want," said one Revue worker. 
"It has a capacity for 400 
people, it's got a good stage, 
professional sound and light­
ing, a wonderful night club at­
mosphere, a good bar, and a 
Mix-Up at Tralf 
Delays Law Revue 
Headrick Will Get 
Jaeckle Award 
Thomas E. Headrick, Ph.D., 
former dean of the Law School 
at the State -University at Buf­
falo, will receive the prestigious 
E9win F. Jaeckle Award at a 
luncheon ceremony on Satur­
day, March 1. Single Issues of Volume 34: 1 are now available in 605 O' Brian. 
The Jaeckle Award, the high­Price: $6.00 
est honor bestowed by the law 
school and its alumni associa­
tion, has been given annually 
since 1976 to an individual of 
distinction who has established . BUFFALOVol. U 
"significant contact with the 
No. 1 law school." It honors 91 -year­
old Buffalo attorney Edwin F.LAW REVIEW Jaeckle, a member of the UB 
Law School's Class of1915 and 
VOLUME 34 WINTER 1985 NUMBER I the first recipient of the award. 
The noon luncheon and 
award ceremony will conclude 
the 10th annual Law Convoca­
tion, sponsored by the UB Law 
School and its Law Alumni As­Articus 
sociation, at the Center for To­A T111a11n TO MILTON KAPLAN, Six EMAYS 
FEMINIST O15COl/lt.U, MORAL 
LAW-A CoNVllSATION 
name that will draw. None of 
the alternatives we could think 
of at this date could compare." 
Last year's Revue, the· first 
held at the Trait, drew -375 
people, well over a hundred 
more than attended the year be­
fore when the show was held 
in a church hall in Williamsville. 
Revue sponsors expect even a 
bigger turn out this year. 
On a happier note, the Revue 
Committee reports that student 
response to the Revue has been 
excellent. Several groups are 
interested in performing as 
musical groups or solos, and in 
doing comedy sketches. A 
Revue Review committee has 
been appointed to look over the 
proposed skits to see how well 
prepared they are and how long 
they will take to perform. The 
committee hopes to hold these 
performance reviews in early 
March. 
Students who would like to 
help out with lighting, sound, 
or stage crew are asked to give 
their name to Spierer in M.B. 
#762. First and second year stu­
dents are especially encour­
aged to help with the produc­
tion staff so that next year's 
show will continue to have ex­
perienced people working on it. 
T"°"'as E. H,adrid 
J.D. H,-,n 
SolM. I.ntowin 
jar,us MtJfawnt 
Robtrtl, R,4 
Willia"' R. Grrinn 
VALI/ts, AND THE 
Elim C. DvBois 
Mary C. Dv111o, 
Carol J. Gillifan 
Catliaritu A. Ma<A'.i11""" 
Carril J. Mnwl-M""'­ ~orneys Elizabeth G. Clark 
THE O1/TY 0. FAIR RURtsENTATION, WHAT THE Stamm and Thomas P. Cleary 
Co11aTS Do IN FAcrPap and Professor Kenneth F. Mu:,_l ] . Goldbffi1 • Joyce, a UB Law Sc.hool faculty 
ID Sc/iall v. Marlin, P11tV1tNT1VE DrnHTI0N AND DAN· 
,n GHOUSNIIIS THROUGH THE l.oo&ING GLASS member. 
C/iaru, PatricA Ewi"I Headrick retired last August 
0 
Pmnhursl v. Hald"""4n , THE Euvl!NTH AMP,DMl!NT, as dean of the UB Law School, 
Eril AND PENDENT STAn LAW CLAIMS after nine years at the helm, toRobmSait.\ 
return to teaching 'and other 
Coaaml 
academic pursuits. 
FEDHAL TAX LIENS AND STATE HoMUTEAD ExutP• 
noNs, THE AnllMATH or U11iUd S1au, v. Rodpr, 
j 
Attorney · Leslie ·M. Green­
baum, president of the Law 
Alumni Association, noted in a 
prepared statement : "No one 
i 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AJ BUFFALO 
Copyright • !915 by the Buffalo Law &m,w 
.AT ENTION LAW.STUDENTS! 
Complaints about late grades should be directed to: 
Robert Wagner · 
Vice-President for University Services · 
. · 520 Capen Hall, 636-2922 
(S. today'• «llforlal) 
Pq• ten .T,h• Opinion February 28, 1988 
has done more for the law 
school in the past decade than 
Tom Headrick. He has built 
bridges to the community, the 
bar and the alumni." 
Born in New Jersey, the son 
of a research physicist, Head­
rick served as vice president for 
academic affairs at Lawrence 
University, Appleton, Wiscon­
sin, before coming to UB as law 
school dean in 1976. 
Now 52, Headrick- received 
his bachelor of arts degree from 
Franklin and Marshall College 
in 1955. As a Fulbrigth ~cholar 
at Oxford University in Eng­
land, he earned a baccalaureate 
in letters in 1958. He received a 
law degree from Yale Univer­
sity in 1960 and a doctorate in 
political science from Stanford 
University in 1975. 
Headrick was serving as as­
sistant fean of the Stanford Law 
School (1967-70) when he ac­
cepted the Lawrence University 
post. 
Prior to launching his 
academic administration 
career, Headrick served as a law 
clerk and in private practice. He 
also gained experience as a 
management consultant in En­
gland. 
Previous recipients of the 
Jaeckle Award, besides Edwin 
F. Jaeckle, are Charles S. De­
smond, retired chief judge of 
the State Court of Appeals; the 
late Frank G. Raichle Jr.; Clar­
ence R. Runals; M. Robert 
Koren; Robert J. Millonzi; 
Judge Matthew J. Jasen of the 
State C-ourt of Appeals; Jacob 
D. Hyman, and .· Williams J. 
Regan, former Erie County sur­
rogate judge. 
morrow on the UB North Cam­
pus. 
The opening event will be an 
attorney-oriented symposium, 
starting at 9:00 a.m., on "Coun­
seling the Elderly: Legal Con­
siderations Outside the Will ." 
Speakers are Erie County At­
torney Eugel)e F. Pigott Jr., at­
" I 
TAX II STUDENTS: 
Reprints of Prof. Del Cotto's article are now available in 605 O'Brian 
.•••Price $4.00 (student pri~e: $3.00) 
Sales and Other Dispositions 
of Property Under Section 1001: 
The Taxable Event, Amount 
Realized and Related Pro'blems 
of Basis 
By Louis A. Del Cotto -
Reprinted from 
Buffalo Law Review 
Volume 28, Number 2 
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Small Practice Blues 
Got the Small Practice Blues, 
Not much money, 
Got holes in my shoes. 
Coffee in the'J ,-norning 
from the diner across the street, 
Their donuts are too greasy 
even f or me to eat . 
Talk to the s"?cretary, 
till I hear the boss's f eet, 
· Run to my desk 
and hop into my seat. 
All mv Law School pals 
~re scattered far and wide 
The closest one, 
is an hour and a half ride. 
I wish I was still in school, 
Back in Buffalo, 
Beer and chicken wings, 
and lots and lots of snow. 
by Victor J . D'Angelo 
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funster was wearing his tie like 
a head band . . . you gotta be 
careful when those yuppies 
. start cuttin' loose on the 
weekend. 
The drink prices are a little 
steep ($4.75 for a pitcher of 
Michelob Light, or $5.00 for a 
forgettable bra11d of dark beer). 
The bar stocks a good.selection 
of bottled beer anJ earned 
special bonus points for carry­
ing my favorite brand of scotch: 
Glenlevit. Drink prices don't 
draw you to Nietzche's; the 
main attraction is the entertain­
ment. 
Ifthe idea ofmixing 
Nietzsche's 
248 Allen Street 
Buffalo, NV 14202 
886-8539 
by Kevin O'Shaughnessy 
The sharply dressed man 
with the beard and pipe greets 
you outside the door of 
Nietzsche's. On Fridays, the 
cover charge is two dollars. It's 
probably the best investment in 
the city of Buffalo. Stan and the 
Ravens play at Nietzsche's on 
Friday nights. 
Nietzsche's is not laid out like 
your average bar. The building 
reminds me of one long, wide 
hallway: the main bar area is in 
front, tables and seating area 
are next, followed by the dance 
floor (flanked by upper tier ta­
bles), and finally, the stage. 
On Friday nights the crowd 
(which is loaded with groupies 
or "Stan Fanatics" as I call 
them) is older than your basic 
college bar (I spied quite a few 
bald spots out on the dance 
floor). As the night goes on, the 
crowd get wilder . . . one wacky 
alcohol and the hurl­
ing of semi-lethal 
weapons about a 
barroom appeals to 
you, Nietzsche's is 
the place for you. 
I had seen Stan and the Ra­
vens perform at other bars, but 
Nietzsche's is the l'>est place to 
catch their show. The band 
plays amazing Rhythm and 
Blues, Blues, and Jazz. Stan is 
a serious keyboard whiz (you al­
ways see a couple of " Fanatics" 
staring intently at his hands for 
hours at a time . .. ): he's 
played for Levon Helm and 
Maria Muldaur. 
Nietzsche's has a good-size 
dance floor, lit by antique chan­
deliers, and the band plays seri­
ous dance music. My favorite 
tunes are "Livin' in the U.S.A." 
by Charles Berry and "Take me 
to the River" by Al Green. 
The other attraction (or diver­
sion as stale Dale Anderson 
calls them) at Nietzsche's is 
Nietzsche's: Darts, Blues and Booze 
darts. There are dart clubs and horrid video game, "The Nib- p.m . to 3:00 a.m . I stayed for 
dart league nights (sort of like bier" (probably stale Dale's fa- the final encore. 
bowling for people who don't vorite), which should be As the band finished up, a 
care for heavy objects). If the ditched as soon as possible. drunk lumberjack (who prob-
idea of mixing alcohol and the Several nights a week, ably thought the bar was 
hurling of semi-lethal weapons Nietzsche's features a variety of named after a former Green 
about a barroom appeals to live entertainment: Blues, New Bay Packer middle linebacker) 
you, Nietzsche's is the place {9r Wave, and Jazz bands . .. com- screamed "Rock and Roll! " You 
you. edy nights ... poetry read- can't get more eloquent than 
They also have a gooa juke ings .. . I'll take Stan and the that. 
box (50's and 60's rock) and a Ravens on Fridays from 10:00 
CAREER PANELS 
Mark your calendar and attend our career information panels scheduled for March . All 
STUQENTS ARE INVITED . This is an excellent opportunity to find out what practicing 
law in these topic areas is really about. Your individual questions are especially welcomed. 
SPECIALTY PRACTICES 
Tuesday, March 4, 3:45 p.m., Room 169 
Leslie Greenbaum -,-- Entertainment Law 
David Hoover - School Law 
William Reich - Immigration Law 
Mark Wallach - Bankruptcy Law 
CORPORATE/TAX PRACTICE 
Thursday, March 13, 4:00 p.m., Room 109 
Victor Gagliardi - Estate Tax, IRS 
Joseph Makowski - In-House Counsel, CTG 
Catherine Wettlaufer - Tax Work in Private Practice 
Ellen Yost - Corporate Work in Private Practice 
BANKING/FINANCIAL PLANNING 
Tuesday, March 18, 4:00 p.m., Room 108 
Bob Edwards - In-House Counsel, Goldome 
Frank Heller - Banking Law in Private Practice 
Alan Vogt - Financial and Investment Planning Specialist 
LABOR LAW 
Wednesday, March 26, 4:00 p.m., Room 109 
John Collins - Union Representation 
David Farmello - Management Representation 
Mark Pearce - NLRB 
Marilyn Zahm - Administrative Law Judge, NLRB 
~ 
RES IPSA LOQlllTUR 
-~ 
'Ifie Pieper 9{fw 'York_ State - 9.r{ultistate 'Bar $.f,view offers an 
integratea approacft to tfie 9{fw 'York 'Bar 'E~am. _We empliasize 
sopliisticatea memory tecliniijues, e.ssag writi.ng skiffs anaa conc,ise, 
organizedpre.sentati.on of tfie faw. 'You Wif£ 6e preparedanaconfo[ent. 
PEIPER NEW YORK - MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW 
It Speaks For Itself. 
90 'Wiffis 5-lvenue, Afin£ofa, ~11501 'Tekpfwn£: {516} 747-4311 
PIEPER REPS 
Duane Barnes Charles Telford Judith Kubiniec 
. . Margo Beasley Walter Ramos · Doris Carbonell 
Ross Lanzafame Zoran Najdoski Maria LoTempio 
Jame.s McElhone Brian Mahoney John Rowley 
Brian Bornstein Mark Pollard Donna Siwek 
Amy Sullivan Amy Murphy 
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~lu~ent Defender Program Seeks Law Students 
1-'d ·like to take this opportu­
nity to invite all law students, 
partic~larly second and first 
years to participate in Group 
legar.Services' Student Defen­
der _ Victor Siclairi isPorgram. 
the assistant coordinator and · 
Gary Farrell is the Residence 
Hall Program coordinator. We 
are all graduating seniors and 
first and second year students 
are needed to run the program 
next year.~ 
law Students participating in 
the Defender Program repre­
sent undergraduate and 
graduate students appearing 
before the Student-Wide 
Judiciary (SWJ). The SUNY 
Buffalo SWJ is a student tri­
bunal whose purpose it is to ad­
judicate vtolations of any non­
academic student rule or regu­
lation, disputes arising from· 
campu~ electtons and actions 
which violat~ constitutions for 
student organizations ·or as­
sociations. 
The Court is most involved 
with violations of student rules 
and regulations, which are re­
vised annually and appear in 
the Student Handbook. The 
jurisdiction of the Student­
Wide Judiciary extends to any 
violations which occur on cam­
pus, including the residence 
halls. The Student-Wide 
Judiciary is comprised of jus­
tices appointed by the three 
Gay Students 
To require the opposite, to 
morally allow homosexuals the 
luxury of continued existence 
wit hin a closet , is antithetical to 
the goal of the gay rights move­
ment - an end to discrimina­
tion against homosexuals, and 
the creat ion of a social belief 
that homosexual love is equally 
as valid as heterosexual love. 
Now, thi s may seem difficult 
to some, especially to those 
who remain in a closet. After 
all , the vi ew of social responsi­
bi lity which has been outlined 
morally requi res an individual 
to accept a (small) bur<;len for 
the good of the group. How­
ever, on balance, this is an issue 
which cri es out for the group 
action. The gay rights move­
ment will not proceed forward · 
unless more gay people stand 
up and walk out of those de­
grading closets. 
To those who are afraid , all I 
can say is - don 't be. The 
membership of GLSO is ready 
to stand by you during those 
early moments of hesitation. 
Equally, you will find the major­
ity of straight students here at 
UB to be rather supportive ; but 
if a few are not, don 't shy away, 
stand up and recognize them 
for what they are. 
I am sure that a few of my 
GlSO colleagues m ight dis­
agree with me on this issue, and 
I welcome their feedback. How­
ever, I believe that they will 
have to show me how an ethic 
of privacy as described can pos- · 
sibly aid the gay rights move­
ment. Perhaps they can do that, 
I certainly have been wrong be­
fore. 
Finally, to those 50 or 60 gay 
law students who remain clos­
eted, a personal message. My 
friends, you are missing so 
much. The feeling or pride of 
knowing who you are, what 
you' re all about, the declaration 
to society of who you love, or 
who you want to love, the allil­
ity to stand up and say, w ithout 
hesitation, that my life is valid 
major student associations: the 
Undergraduate Student Associ­
ation, the Graduat~ Student As­
sociation and the . Millard 
Fillmore College Student As­
sociation. 
In situations where a student 
rule or regu,ation has been vio­
lated, any individual may bring 
a charge before the court. How­
ever, the court only has jurisdic­
tioQ o_ver defendants who are 
students of the university. All 
charges relating to vi1:>lations of 
rules and reguiations are prose­
cuted by student prosecutors. 
who are SUNY at Buffalo law 
students working with the Of­
fice of the Dean/Division of Stu­
dent Affairs. The defendant 
may be represented by any per­
son of his/her choice at any of 
the court's proceedings. This is 
almost always a defender from 
Group legal Services. 
Ch_arges may be initiated be­
fore the student court by filing 
a complaint with the Student · 
Prosecutors' Office. After the 
Student Prosecutors' Office in­
vestigates the incident, a com­
plaint may be filled with" the 
court and an arraignment 
scheduled. Students will be ad­
vised by the served complaint 
that they have the right to con­
sult with Group legal Services 
about the charges alleged 
against them. _ 
A student defender advises a 
defendant what plea should be 
• • • • • continued f rom page 5 
and meaningful cannot, in my 
opinion, be at all experienced 
in a closet. Believe me, I know 
what you' re feeling; but, again , 
you can only help yourself by 
helping others. With your help, 
we will win . 
entered at the arraignment. At 
the arraignment the court rules 
on the sufficiency of the com­
plaint and then accepts~a plea 
of guilty or not guilty from the 
defendant. If the defendant 
pleads guilty, the court pro­
ceeds to impose a sanction. If 
the defendant pleads not·guilty, 
a hearing date is set. · 
Hea~ings involve ·represent­
ing the defendant in front of a 
SWJ panel of judges. ·The p·ros­
. ecution and defense may make 
opening and closing state­
ments, as well as motions. Wit­
nesses can be presented by 
both sides and .examination in­
volves both direcf and cross. 
The court has thepower-to sub-
. poena witnesses from the stu-
dent body. ·p 
One distinction of this court, 
however, is that the rules of evi­
dence are generally much more 
relaxed than those in · civil or 
criminal trial. The SWJ panel of 
judges is composed of non-law 
students who are essentially 
selected to ensure that students 
brought up on charges are 
judged by their peers. Because 
of this, Hcommon sense" rules 
are the ones that apply during 
arraignments and hearings. 
If the defendant is found 
guilty, both the prosecution and 
the defense may offer sugges­
tions for sanctions ranging 
from oral warnings all the way 
to recommendation to the Pres­
ident of the University that the 
defendant be suspended, ex­
pelled or dismissed from the 
University. The SWJ panel is 
not compelled to take into ac­
count either sides' recommen­
dations but of course, may use 
them as guidelines if they wish 
to. 
The defendant may appeal the 
court'i, decision and/or the' 
sanction'lmposed. SWJ trial de­
cisions ~re appealable to an ap­
pellate panel of the SWJ. Any 
court decision is. ultim11tely ap­
pealable to the President of the 
Unwersity. 
The SWJ has also established 
a·Residence Hall Trial Panel to 
specifically hear all violations of 
Housing rules and regulations 
or violations of Student Rules 
and Regulations· which occur 
within the· residence halls and 
have been channelled through 
the Residence Hall Disciplinary 
Procedure for Minor Violations. 
The process which follows is 
similar to the one followed by 
the SWJ. . 
Many of the cases h~ard by 
the court could be heard by the 
University. The intrelated 
components of the SWJ, The 
Student Prosecutors' Office and 
the Student Defender Program 
provide a means of safeguard­
ing the defendant's right to due 
process in a disciplinary pro­
ceeding. The procedures fol­
lowed try to assure as best as 
possible that the accused re-
ceives adequate notice of the 
charges, receives a fair hearing 
with an opportunity to present 
his or her position, evidence, or 
explanation, and receives a fair 
decision based on the evidence 
presented. 
If any law student is in­
terested in participating in the 
Student Defender Program, 
please leave a note with your 
name and box number in Box 
717. I would like to add that I 
was a volunteer· while I was a 
first and second year student 
and found that it affords a rare 
opportunity to actually repre­
sent a defendant through the 
trial procedure. I feel it has 
helped me in courses such as 
Trial Technique and certainly is 
valuable for students who will 
be participating in the oral argu­
ments this semester Also, pros­
pective employers appreciate a 
first or second year student 
who has had some sort of prac­
tical experience in any kind of 
trial preparation. The rewards 
far outweigh the very few hours 
per week required, it's a learn­
ing experience, and besides -
it's fun! 
YEARBOOK 
Any seniors who had their picture taken Feb­
ruary 4 or 5 must select the small photo for the 
yearbook by tomorrow. Pictures are available 
in Room 312. 
Any seniors who have not had their picture 
taken may submit their own portrait by tomor­
row to The Advocate, 724 O'Brian Hall. 
Yearbooks will go on sale next week. 
1st, 2nd and 3rd year students - please 
submit candids NOW. Include name and ad­
dress on envelope.,; 
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OFF THE 1986 TUITION WHEN YOU 
REGISTER FOR BAR/BRl'S 
NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, 
MASSACHUSETTS, CONNECTICU'I; 
MAINE, NEW HAMPSHIRE, OR 
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CLASS OF 1986 
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NEW YORK 
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·Cuba Visited. 
................ 
cars, still in excellent condition,Miramar was a-lu_xurious-, resi­
dential neighborhood. Since are ohe example. The -hotels -
that time th'e-Government has and nightclubs that made 
converted· the mansions into Havana a favorite American 
playground are others.embassies, Government of­
One· of Havana's best hotels, fices, day care centers, student 
housing, etc. the Nacional, was a favorite of 
George Raft, Errol Flynn ahd AlOur neighbors were students 
Capone. Today, its clientele arefrom Nicaragua, Mexico, the 
primarily tourists from Europe,Dominican Republic, Ecuador, 
Latin america and Canada. 'TheFinland and West Germany. 
The administrator of our house, Tropicana nightclub, built by 
American organized crime and 
operated by Meyer Lansky, still 
Guzman, deserves.special men­
tion . He was a guerrilla in Che 
offers a fantastic floor show andGuevara's -column during the 
dancing.Revolution, and he served in · 
Angola in 1975. No visit to Cuba is complete 
without a walk through OldThere is little American 
Havana. The best way to reach 
it is via the Malecon road, 
prsence in Cuba. Howeve'r, I did 
hear plenty of Madonna and 
Havana's "lovers lane." Run­Cyndi Lauper music on the 
ning east-west throughradio. The best ice cream I've 
Havana, the Malecon faces theever eaten was at Havana's 
Coppelia Park. Gulf of Mexico, The waves that 
regularly cra_sh up the wallsWhile standing in line to buy 
rarely disturb the couples sea­ice cream it wasn't uncommon 
ted there. to see uniformed soldiers, male 
Old Havana has been recog­and female, alongside people 
nized as an international histor­wearing Jordache jeans and 
ical zone by the UNESCO. Nar­Michael Jackson T-shirts. Wal­
row streets and Spanish colo­ter Ramos saw the Olivia New­
nial architecture is the norm. Atton-John film "Xanadu" play­
night, the only illumination ising at the Karl Marx Theater. 
by street lanterns. The Cathed­Visiting Havana is in many 
ways a trip back in time. The ral, open for Mass. is the heart 
of Old Havana. 1940's and 1950's American 
Nearby is the Museum of the 
Bird Bill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
department which is set up for few private citizens will be able 
that purpose in the state. To get to obtain a permit to import a 
the permit, you must prove (1) wild animal. And for those who 
that the proposal will enhance can prove the above, it seems 
the species; (2) that the appli­ that the red tape will hardly 
cant possesses scientific and make the effort worthwhile. As 
animal husbandry credentials a result, instead of being able 
and resources to implement to successfully breed and re­
that enhancement; (3) that the generate stock of many types 
applicant will be able to provide of birds, many more birds will 
Minimum Care Standards (the be added to the list of en­
Federal Animal Welfare Act, as dangered and extinct species. 
amended by the secretary of Parrots, which include the 
Agriculture) ; (4) that the animal macaws, cockatoos, and ama­
will not be a personal pet; (5) zons, have only just begun in 
that the applicant will comply their popularity as pets. Up un­
with all other applicable state, til! the last decade, it seemed 
local or municipal laws; (6) that that only looney 0~9 ladies 
the animal will not perform un­ owned parrots - and stories 
natural behavior (which appa­ were always told about the bird 
rently means doing tricks not being passed down for genera­
learned in the wild) ; and (7) that tions. 
the applicant can comply with It is truA that parrots can live 
anything else the Director to be 100 years old or more, and 
deems appropriate. it is also true that they can make 
No provision is made to ap­ excellent pets. Although I know 
peal the decision not to grant a that this bill is ultimately de­
permit. The permit, signed with the bird in mind, I· once 
granted, is valid for two years, am concerned that is is an 
at which point it can be re­ "overkill" approach. 
newed. Neediess to say, very If I didn't know that habitats 
Dean Search 
According to Alan Freeman, to maintain the "genuine desire 
"The principle thing is to give to teach students in the way 
her a chance to talk to faculty they want to be taught," 
members and central adminis­ whether it be through Critical 
tration." David Engel indicates Legal Studies, or through a 
that the emphasis will be on more traditional approach. She 
having her meet with the uni­ would not believe in any kind 
versity officials in central ad­ of political determination of 
ministration. professors, but in "finding the 
Trubeck was first interviewed best teachers on the market." 
at the end of November 1985. Trubeck indica.ted a sincere de­
At that time, she indicated that sire to acquire for UB Law 
some of her primary concerns School a national reputation 
were the "integration of theory comparable to the acclaim it 
has received in strictlyand practice" through a good 
clinical program and improving academic circles. 
and maintaining the quality of At the time of Trubeck's first 
int·e.rview, committee memberstudent life. 
As Dean, Trubeck would try and Acting Assistant Dean of 
American Secretarial 
945 Ellicott Square Building 
· · - 852-0958 
Word ProceHlng • Term Papers
RNumee • Reasonable Rates · 
Student Discounts • Quick Returns 
Revolution, formerly the Presi­
dential Pal~ce. At the Museum 
I was able to see the Granma, 
the boat that Fidel Castro and 
his men used to reach Cuba 
from Mexico in 1956. 
Further up, past 'the old 
Bacardi Building, is the El 
Floridita bar, Ernest Heming­
way's favorite drinking spot. 
The daiquiris were great! 
After all this walking, a good 
place to eat is La Bodeguita del 
Medio, Hemingway's favorite 
restaurant. I recommend the 
black beans and rice, with roast 
pork. 
Havana provides a wide array 
of cultural events, costing very 
little or nothing. I attended a 
play, which cost $2.00, and the 
Cuban Symphony Orchestra, 
which was free. Walter . at­
tended a playoff baseball game, 
also for free. 
A highlight for me was a visit 
to the Bay of Pigs, on Cuba's 
southern coast. This was the 
site of the failed CIA-spom;ored 
invasion of Cuba in 1961 . There 
is a museum of the invasion at 
the site, but otherwise, the area 
is used as a vacation resort for 
workers. 
Several of us visited the Isle 
of Youth, off Cuba's southern 
coast. The Cuban government 
in South America were being 
destroyed, thereby eliminating 
breeding of many species, and 
if I didn't know that many coun ­
tries with endangered bird 
species were doing little or no­
thing to cultivate their continu -
ing survival (i.e. Grand 
Cayman, Cuba, St Lucia), then 
perhaps I could believe that all 
birds would be best left in their 
natural habitat. I know that 
thousands of birds die after 
being shipped out of their coun­
try and that many more die in 
quarantine stations set up by 
the U.S. Government. How­
ever, I do not think that this 
bill adequately challenges the 
• • • • • • continued from pag<~ I 
the Law School, Steve 
Wickmark, indicated that ttie 
committee was "impressed 
with (Trubeck's) background 
and her grasp of what it takes 
to run a law school," and she 
was considered "a very strong 
candidate." The selection of 
Trubeck as Dean is far from de­
finite, although her husband, 
David Trubeck, is being inter­
viewed as a faculty candidate. 
The feeling of the Dean Search 
Committee is that "if he did not 
come she probably wouldn't be...., 
interested." 
Louise Trubeck's second visit 
is scheduled for March 3rd and 
4th, and at this point committee 
members are just hopeful. Ac­
cording to Alutto, "If we're not 
successful, it will not be a fail­
ure of the faculty to try, H and 
also if the committee is not suc­
cessful, Uthe school will have to 
look at how it will continueH the 
academic development which 
the faculty haa worked to estab­
lish. 
conlin~d from pag, 8 
sponsors students from the people who had visited Buffalo 
Third ·world, mostly from Af- · during . ,the 1950's. Yet, the 
rica, who study and live on the major point of interest was New 
Isle. York City. 
As part of the educational My only complaint is not hav­
system, ,students attend classes ing enough time to see and do 
for part of the day and work in all I wanted to. Regardless of 
the fields for 2-3 -hours as well. one's political position towards 
We also visited a school for stu­ Cuba, visiting the island is a val ­
dents from Ethiopia. uable experience. 
Most of the people I met SUNY is well known at thegenuinely support the Revolu­ University of Havana, and offi­tion. People were very proud of 
cials there are anxious to host
their benefits under the Revolu­
more SUNY students. I havetion: free health care and edu­
spoken to faculty and students
cation, subsidiz_ed food items, here about initiating a book and 
mass transportation that costs periodical exchange betweenfive cents, etc. Yet, they didn't the two universities, and alsohesitate to criticize the Govern­
conducting regular delegations
ment. The biggest complaint I 
of law students to Cuba. In­heard was the inability to travel terested students should con­
outside Cuba for most people, tact me.
along with a limited variety of 
consumer goods. 
I saw children begging in the 
street or sleeping in parks. 
Havana is a very clean city, al­
though it could use some paint 
in spots. It's also very safe, de­
spite a noticeable absence of 
police. Restaurant and store 
service is slow, and patience is 
a must. 
Most Cubans are very in­
terested in the United States, 
and would love to visit this 
Picture ofCamillo Ctenfuego., and Fidel country. I met a couple of 
Castro in th,, mtueuiil r~f Isle of Youth . 
• • • • • • continued from page 6 
above pr-0blems by eliminating down off his cage every night 
the importation of all species to watch hockey on TV. 
(importation of endangered When they go outside with 
species has been prohibited for me to the park or for a ride in 
severly years except by per­ the car, children stop me to ask 
mit) . By restricting all birds, po­ me to "make them talk ." If any­
tential aviculturists could be one ever tells you birds don't 
have a personality, don't be­
lieve them - they are just the 
same as people or any other 
pet. 
If you want a copy of the ac­
tual bill itself, write to the 
Humane Society of the United 
States, 2100 L Street NW, 
Washington, D.C. 20037. And if 
you would like any more infor­
mation about parrots (what to 
buy and where to buy, VERY IM­
dissuaded from attempting to PORTANT!), le_ave me a note in 
breed birds. box #400 or track me down 
I am mostly concerned that next semester in Animals And 
many will not experience the The Law! 
joy of owning a parrot ; friends 
are sick of hearing about Web­
ster, my Double Yellow-headed Sources : 
Amazon, and Nicky my Um­ American Cage Bird Magazine 
brella Cockatoo. Webster American Federation of Avi­
exhibits such "unnatural be­ culture Watchbird Magazine 
havior" as talking, singing, and Bird World Magazine 
laughing and Nicky comes 
1985LawReview Casenote 
Competition Announced; 
Meeting To Be Held 3/12/86 
Buffalo Law Review As­ Mary Ellen Gunnison will de­
sociates will speak to first-year scribe a casenote's form and 
law students about the forth ­ Chris Doyle will describe a case­
coming Law Review Casenote note's content. Helpful hints 
Competition on Wednesday, will be revealed by Steve Katz. 
March 12, 1986. The meeting Only first-year law students 
will take place at 4 :00 p.m. in are eligible for this competition, 
Room 106, o :Brian. and all of them are encouraged 
The Spring Casenote Com­ to attend this meeting. All 
petition will begin on March 27. should attend because selec-
A second c.:>mpetition will tion for the Law Review is not 
begin after final exams on May determinant. Furthermore, no 
16. Students can participate in students are eligible for the Law 
either the Spring Break or the Review unless they enter this 
Post-Exam Competition. competition. 
The March 12 meeting is the Those who cannot attend this 
primary way to learn about the meeting can learn about the 
competition. Tim Jipping will Competition by getting a hand­
explain the purposes of the Law out from the LawReview office, 
Review. Sue Kreidler will ex­ Room 605, or call 636-2059. 
plain the competition's rules. 
February 26, 1986 The Opinion Page flftNn 
The HSUS, on the other hand, claims that 
ninety percent ofbirds are dead within the first 
two years of captivity, that most owners Ctl:.f 
totally ignorant of a wild animal's needs , and 
that it is "cruel to cause them to engage in 
unnatural behavior. " 
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When the burdell 
of law sch.ool 
gets too heavy • • • 
IOIIPHIONM KI.IJVIII 
can make it easier 
-
with a bar review course 
that gets you th rough law school 
' 
and through the bar. 
Fl!\ ST Y[M\ REPRESEiHi\T I VES THIRD YEAR ~EPRESENT,\TIVES 
S t uart Ad l Pr 
Lois Li l;ern1a n Howard Berman 
Ru sse l Francis Jos e ph Cal le r y 
Jeffre y Gibb 
*Tim McEvoy (coordinator) 
Fern r:erenstein 
Sean ih.:rra~, 
La1-:r e nce Base I 
Jeli ~ 3rE•tt 
David l:lro1v11 
,P;1ilip c;: ,a11 •ot 
: ri c C!, es t er 
Irene f-ass l e r 
Celia Sareiic k 
Ev e l yn c~w r o ns ki 
Caro l Ciar r ::.zzo 
Naiicy Ho ltby 
Rose-Ann La ndau 
Bonnie Me tti c 
Pa1;1ela Iluebeck 
Elai;-ie Pe r s 
Mart'.ia Po st ENROLL NOW AND RECEIVE 
A FREE BOOK BAG* 
(It 'll at least make your burden easier to carry.) 
Contact your campus rep for details. 
* Limited Offer: subject to quantities on hand. 
©1985 JOSEPHSON/KLUWER LEGAL EDUCATIONAL CENT~RS, INC. 
' . 
N.Y. SPRING DISCOUNT. 
) $150 
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